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Unit-1
Group Dynamics & Consumer Reference Groups
Structure:
1.0 Learning objectives
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1.7 The Reference Groups
1.8 Characteristics of Reference Groups
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1.11 Influence on Reference Groups
1.12 Factors affecting reference group influence
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1.14 Application of Reference groups in Marketing of a product
1.15 Characteristics Of Groups Influencing Consumer Behaviour
1.16 Reference group and social power
1.17 Psychological Factors That Influence Consumer Buying Behavior
1.18 Let’s Sum up
1.19 Self-Assessment Questions
1.20 References and Further Readings

1.0 Learning Objectives
After going through this until you should be able to:





Explain the role of reference groups in group dynamics, and their effect on buyer
behavior.
Learn the best Group Dynamic Practices
Learn the application of reference groups in marketing of a product.
Learn the psychological factors that influence consumer buying behavior.

1.1 Groups
The term group is an amorphous one and can refer to a wide variety of gatherings,
from just two people (think about a “group project” in school when you partner with
another student), a club, a regular gathering of friends, or people who work together
or share a hobby. In short, the term refers to any collection of at least two people who
interact with some frequency and who share a sense that their identity is somehow
aligned with the group.
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1.2 Types of Groups
Groups can be classified in a number of ways like by structure, by regularity of contact,
by size, by membership. Sometimes groups are differentiated in terms of size or
complexity but it is very difficult to state which group to be considered as large or
small.
It is seen that in some groups a single member knows only a few of the group’s
members personally or is fully aware of roles or activities each member has to play
where as in small groups every member knows each other personally and are also aware
of the specific roles or activities in the group. For example, each member of the college
science club is likely to know others in the club and is also aware of their duties and
interests within the group.
A. Primary Group and Secondary Group:
If a person interacts on regular basis with other individuals, then these individuals can
be considered a primary group. Interaction can be with members of the family, with the
colleagues, with neighbours etc., this means whose opinions are valued by that person,
on the other hand, if a person interacts only occasionally with others, or whose opinions
are not important, then this type of group is called secondary.
Primary and secondary groups can be distinguished on the basis of perceived
importance of the group to the individual and the frequency with which the individual
interacts with them.
B. Formal Group and Informal Group:
This is the second useful way to classify groups on the basis of their formal nature. If a
group has a highly defined structure, specific roles and authority levels and specific
goals then this is called a formal group. For example, in an organization – a list of all
employees (defined structure), Managing Director, Manager, Assistants etc., (specific
roles and authority levels), this shows a formal group.
Goals may be different for different organizations like to assist the homeless, working
for the benefit of old people or marketing goals-Increasing sales, promoting the product
etc. In these kinds of groups members have a vested interest towards a specific -goal,
therefore, they are classified as a formal group.
On the other hand, if a group is more loosely defined, then it is an informal group. For
example, four five girls who become friends in the school and now meet only once a
month. For the marketer, informal social groups are more important because of loosely
defined structure a more conducive environment is available for exchange of
information to the members.
C. Membership Group and Symbolic Group:
Membership Group is a group to which a person belongs or would qualify for
membership. For example, college alumni association, IMA, association of doctors,
Odisha State Open University
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tennis club etc. Symbolic group is a group in which an individual is not likely to receive
membership even if he/ she acts like a member by adopting that group’s values,
behaviour and attitude. For example, for youngsters cricketers like Sachin Tendulkar,
Sourav Ganguly etc. may constitute a symbolic group. They try to identify with these
players by imitating their behaviour like the style or sometimes by purchasing specific
brand of bat, gloves, dress, ball etc.
Even after this, youngsters probably will never qualify for membership as a professional
cricketer. Now-a-days marketers are using the celeb-rity for advertising their products,
so that people aspire to become like them after
D. Consumer Relevant Groups:
The six basic consumer relevant groups are:
 The Family: It is seen, that from childhood an individual needs and consumption
decisions are influenced by his/her family. Importance of the family in various
decisions is based on the frequency of contact that individual has with other family
members. Moreover, it is in the family an individual establishes a wide range of
values, attitudes and behaviors.
 Friendship Groups: The immediate group which an individual forms after he/she
moves out from the house is friendship group. Friendships are also sign of maturity
and independence as they represent a breaking away from the family and forming of
social ties with the outside world. They are classified as informal groups as they are
unstructured and usually lack specific authority levels.
After family an individual’s purchase decisions are most likely influenced by friends.
Friends fulfill a wide range of needs like they provide companionship, security and
opportunity to discuss the matter which they can’t with the family members.
Friends’ opinions and preferences are very important for influencing an individual’s
behaviour in determining the products or brands he/she actually selects. For example,
marketers of products like branded shirts, jewelry and alcoholic beverages depicts
friendship situations in the advertisements- ‘Green Label’ -T.V. commercial of
alcoholic beverage. Consumers like to seek information from those friends who have
values or outlooks similar to their own. The influence of friends will be more in a
purchase decision one’s an individual finds greater similarity.
 Formal social Groups: Formal social groups, as the name says, lack intimate
relationship and they serve different function for an individual. A person joins this
group to fulfill goals like making new friends, pursuing a special interest, meeting
important’ people especially for career advancement or also sometimes promoting a
specific cause (working for the welfare of orphans).
This type of group interests marketers because members often consume products
together, can discuss products or services or stores informally with other members
and sometimes can even copy the consumption behaviour of other members whom
they admire.
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 Shopping Groups: Two or more people who shop together this can be either for
food, for clothing or simply to pass the time-can be called a shopping group; people
like to shop with others who are pleasant company or who they feel have more
experience or knowledge about a desired product or service. Shopping with others
reduces the risk that a purchase decision will be socially unacceptable, collective
decision is the best in which none of the members knows about the product to be
purchased.
Now-a-days, in-home shopping is more common, it consists of a group who gathers
together in the home of a friend to attend a “party” which is arranged to demonstrate
and evaluate a specific line of products. This kind of approach helps marketers to
demonstrate the features of their products simultaneously to a group of potential
customers in their surroundings.
 Consumer-Action Groups: Consumer-action groups can be divided into two broad
categories: those that organize to correct a specific consumer abuse and then disband,
and those that organize to address broader, more pervasive problem areas and operate
over an extended or indefinite period of time.
 Work Groups: This type of group also serves as a major influence on the
consumption behaviour of members as they spend a sheer amount of time at their
jobs (around 48 hours per week). Formal work group consists of those individuals
who work together as a team.
Their direct and sustained work relationship offers substantial opportunity for one or
more members to influence the consumption related attitudes and activities of other
team members. Informal friendship/work groups consist of people who have become
friends as a result of working for the same firm, they may/ may not work together as
a team. Marketers have recognized that work group’s influences consumers brand
choices and some-times even the store choice, so now they are redirecting their sales
efforts to offices and plants during lunch-hour visits.

1.3 Group Dynamics
In a group, people tend to behave and interact in different ways. The attitude and
behavior of one person can influence the behavior of another person. Group dynamics
deals with the change in behavioral patterns and attitudes because of adjustive changes
in a group. Factors such as social situation, individual personality and cultural traditions
also influence a group. In a nutshell, group dynamics encompasses everything from
group formation, group structure and the way it functions and grows. The Features of
Group Dynamics are:
 A group will change, adjust and interact according to the changing circumstances and
relationships among group members
 Changes are constant within a group—there is a change of leadership, people join
and leave and new tasks keep coming
Odisha State Open University
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 The more organized a group is, the more cooperative and effective it is; it further
boosts morale and increases productivity
Group dynamics means how individuals form groups, and how one person’s purchasing
influ-ences the other individual’s actions. Now-a-days marketers use the concept of
group dynamics or personal influence often as this exceeds the power of company’s
promotional efforts. “A group may be defined as two or more people who interact to
accomplish either individual or mutual goals”.
This means that there can be an intimate group like two neighbors going out for
shopping specially grocery products and a more formal group like housing association
members who are more concerned about schools, parks, taxes etc., in their vicinity. We
can also include, that an individual consumer looks to others for help in deciding which
products or services to use.

1.4 Types of Group Dynamics
On the basis of the Characteristics different type of Group Dynamics are as under:
 Formal Group Dynamics
The purpose of a formal group is to perform tasks and meet specific targets. The
primary responsibility is to drive business goals and they are a result of an
organization’s structure. Formal groups serve a strictly functional purpose and
individuals typically function under the guidance of a leader (e.g., manager).
Departments, committees and boards of directors are a few examples of formal groups
in an organization.
Formal group members are required to work with each other for a certain period of time.
Group formation isn’t always a smooth process because not everyone can build rapport
immediately. Its group dynamics highly depends on the leader, how they manage the
team and delegate responsibilities. But continuous communication and collaboration
encourage members to increase personal interactions, improving group efficiency.
 Informal Group Dynamics
Informal groups are a result of socio-psychological forces that encourage people to
interact and engage with each other. Individuals working together are bound to form
social groups because humans are social animals. We socialize for various reasons—
minimize monotony in the workplace, defeat psychological fatigue and boredom. We
simply enjoy others’ company and develop a genuine liking.
Informal group dynamics are tricky to navigate because there aren’t any rules or
regulations governing a group. We form them organically as we find like-minded
people we can connect with. Most informal groups are small in size, making room for
resentment. People outside the groups often feel left out or uncomfortable. Moreover,
personal differences are more likely to manifest because informal groups aren’t very
stable. Nonetheless, they have the power to influence the effectiveness of an
organization.
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1.5 PRINCIPLES OF GROUP DYNAMICS
Some of the Critical Principles of Group Dynamics are:
 Principle of belongingness: People in a group should have a strong sense of
belonging if they want to communicate and collaborate for effective teamwork.
Those who exert influence and those who were influenced need to engage with each
other to understand each other better. When you develop a sense of belonging, you
feel encouraged to give your best and support others as well. If everyone performs
well, your group gets a morale boost.
 Principle of perception: If you want to implement a change in your group, you need
to create a common perception among people that will make them accept the change
with greater ease. It’s providing a heads-up for your team and preparing them for a
change. For example, there is a revision in your project deadline. You need to
communicate with your team and inform them about the additional efforts they’ll
need to put, moving forward. If everyone is on the same page, it becomes easier to
execute decisions.
 Principle of conformity: You won’t always come across like-minded people in your
group. People from various walks of life with diverse perspectives and viewpoints
may think and work differently. If you want your group to function as an individual
unit, you need to address individualistic tendencies. Group members need to conform
to group norms and respect the essential rules that govern the group.
 Principle of change: Changes are constant in a group. To effectively bring about
changes and implement them, your group needs to be well-coordinated and informed.
Share all the relevant information concerning the plan, strategy and outcome of
change amongst group members. State the expectations in advance so that there isn’t
any dissatisfaction later. A coordinated group is better prepared to deal with change.
 Principle of readjustment: The principle of change is responsible for the principle
of readjustment. Changes in a particular part of a group are likely to cause tension in
the other part. It can be managed by making readjustments in the related parts of the
group. Essentially, the principle of readjustment emphasizes readjusting group
dynamics after a change in group norms, objectives or delegation of responsibilities.
 Principle of common motives: The core purpose of groups is to drive an
organization’s goals successfully. All the operations are geared towards achieving
common targets. Problem-solving, strategizing and decision-making have to be done
in a collaborative manner. You need to be on the same page as everybody else,
otherwise, conflicts are likely to arise. Goals, milestones and timelines for any
project should be set collaboratively. If not, every member should be aware of the
expectations.
 Goal orientation principle: A group survives only when their actions are goaloriented. Everyone needs a direction to follow, otherwise, there will be confusion
and chaos. The principle of common motives guides the goal orientation principle;
Odisha State Open University
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all the tasks are geared towards meeting larger objectives. An operational hierarchy
ensures that a group stays on track and makes progress.
 Principle of power: The principle of power plays out in different ways. The more
attractive a group looks to someone, the more influence it exerts. For example, there
is a new inner circle at the office and all the easy-going people are in it. An outsider
is likely to be attracted by such a group because it exerts a certain kind of influence.
The greater the power of a group, the greater its influence over its members and
others.
 Continuous process principle: Group functioning is a continuous process. Every
group is formed in such a way that each individual is responsible for maintaining
continuity, in addition to being accountable for their own actions. Groups should
adjourn only upon the completion of tasks or after achieving their desired objectives.
Until then, everyone should continue to work in harmony and ensure continuous
operation.

1.6 Best Group Dynamics Practices
The habits to be adopted to practice effective Group Dynamic practices are:
 Alignment on plans: Alignment leaves no room for ambiguity. Everyone is aware of
the expectations and their responsibilities, which helps them process in the right
direction. Alignment on plans and goals creates a strong team dynamic. Start by
writing down your plans, getting buy-in from decision-makers and communicating
progress regularly.
 Transparency on progress: Conflicts are inevitable in groups, especially when you
don’t expect someone to hamper your progress. Unless everyone’s on the same page,
individuals may not apprehend a possible problem. You need to prepare your team
for all sorts of risks and surprises. Be transparent about your team’s progress and
share weekly updates with everyone. This way, no one will be thrown off and you
can deal with problems in a more cohesive manner. Make sure that you communicate
well and encourage everyone else to communicate too.
 Accountability for results: A team that trusts each other grows together. If you
want to strengthen your team dynamic, promote a culture of faith and
interdependence. Communicate the need for accountability and encourage the ‘sink
and swim together’ attitude. There should be mutual trust and understanding, which
will also increase the willingness to work together. In a group, everyone is
responsible for their own and others’ actions.

1.7 The Reference Groups
Reference groups are groups that consumers compare themselves to or associate with.
Reference groups are similar to opinion leaders in that they can have a profound
influence on consumer behavior. Reference groups are considered a social influence in
consumer purchasing. They are often grouping that consumer will look to make
Odisha State Open University
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purchasing decisions. So, if a reference group endorses a product, either through use or
statements about the product, those that look to the group will often purchase that
product. On the other hand, if a reference group disapproves of a product, those that
associate with that group will probably not purchase the product.

1.8 Characteristics of Reference Groups
 Reference Group consists of people who share interests in common
 People in reference groups are sought for before any real purchase decision is made
 Opinions or recommendations made by people in Reference Groups have a huge
 impact on the approach and behaviour of a potential consumer
 Reference Groups many a times acts as the factor responsible for creating
aspirations in other members of the group
 Reference Group tends to provide ideas pertaining to products that can be
purchased with reference to specific lifestyles
 Reference Groups play an important role in setting standards pertaining to purchase
decisions made from time to time
 Reference Groups become successful when homogeneity is found in the same

1.9 Nature of Reference Group
 Norms – These are unwritten codes or standards of conduct that are assigned to an
individual within a group.
 Roles – These are functions that an individual assumes or that the group assigns to
an individual to attain group objectives. E.g., The influencer, the gatekeeper,
decisionmaker, purchaser, consumer
 Status – It is the position of authority that is designated within a group. High status
implies greater power and influence.
 Socialisation – It is the process by which an individual learns the group norms and
role expectations.

1.10 Types of Reference Group
(1) Aspirational Groups – These are groups in which people are not members but
desires to become one on a future date. The aspiration may become true once they
are ready to join the group at the future point of time. The influences exerted by
such group members on consumers make them join many groups every now and
then.
(2) Primary and Secondary Groups – Primary Groups are basically ones whose
members are closely knit. Family and relatives fall in this group Secondary Groups
are not as closely knit as Primary Groups. They may be memberships in clubs
where the meeting may happen only once a while. The influence exerted by both
Odisha State Open University
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the Primary and Secondary Group members play a crucial role in the decisionmaking process pertaining to purchase of goods and services
(3) Non-Membership and Membership Groups – As the very name suggests,
Membership Groups are the ones which insist on people to become members to
avail benefits offered by the same. Non-Membership group are general groups in
which one associate them for keeping self updated about certain aspects of their
interest. Such groups do not insist on any type of memberships. The influence
exerted by Membership groups on consumers and their purchase decisions are
many a times higher than that of the same from non-membership groups. This is
mainly because of the adherence levels exhibited in Membership groups
(4) Formal and Informal Groups – While formal groups are bound by set rules and
regulations Informal groups lack the same. The unstructured nature of Informal
groups tends to exert lesser influence over consumer preferences than the Formal
Groups which are highly structured. Due to the structure nature of Formal groups,
the influence on the group members with respect to various aspects is generally
high.

1.11 Influence on Reference Groups
Reference groups can and do have a tremendous influence on purchasing decisions.
This is evident in a number of ways, such as through roles. Everyone is expected to
behave in a certain way based on the reference group we belong to. Students act like
students. In keeping with this idea, people will often modify their own behavior to
coincide with group norms (even those that profess non-conformity are in some ways
conforming to other people who want the same thing). Reference groups communicate
through opinion leaders, who influence what others do, act, and buy. In the consumer
world, this means that if a reference group purchases a product, those that associate with
the group likely will as well.
The influence of reference groups depends upon – An individual’s information and
experience, attitude towards the group, the nature of the product. The involvement of
members in a group can range anywhere between a simple one or one with high
dedication levels. It can be divided into:
 Compliant
 Identity
 Internalization
 Compliant – This type of group members remains in a group paying the set
membership fees, participating in the meetings and other get together in the
instructed manner and adhere to things like dress code etc. during all occasions. They
do not undergo any change as far as their attitude and personality is concerned just
because they are the members of the group. In a typical consumer scenario, being
one of the members of the group, people tend to go in for the brands and products
when the same is suggested by another group member.
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 Identity – People of this type tend to mend their attitudes and ideas to suit the
objectives of the organization they associate themselves with. They will be more
inclined towards attaching themselves with the group through services and other such
activities. They express their pride in being one of the group members and show this
as their key identity. In a real-life purchase decision making scenario, any consumer
who identifies himself with the group he is associated with, respects the opinion of
the group members more than any other thing
 Internalization – The involvement levels of people who fall in this category are very
high. Not only they act highly dedicated to the group but they pull in others into the
group. They motivate other members of the group to get involved in a deeper
manner. They become one with the group. Anyone with such high levels of
involvement in groups will go in for recommendations from other in the group with
respect to their purchase decisions. They try to influence the purchase decision of
others also basing the same on the recommendations of other group members.

1.12 Factors Affecting Reference Group Influence
Many factors pertaining to Reference Groups tend to influence consumers and their
purchase related decisions. Three factors concerned with Reference Groups are Norms,
Status and Roles.
(1) Norms are rules set by Reference Groups in writing. People who belong to the
Group are expected to adhere to the same at all points of time. Norms force
consumers to go in for certain options as a part of their adherence process.
(2) Status of members in the reference Groups matter the most when it comes to
decision making pertaining to purchase. Member who are highly positioned within
a (3) Roles here refer to the part played by every member of the reference group. In
a typical family environment, each family member plays a different role like
gatekeeper, initiator, decision maker, influencer and many more.

1.13 Categories of Reference Groups
The four categories are Normative Groups, Comparative Reference Groups, Status
Reference Groups and Dissociative Groups.
(1) Normative Groups Park and Lessig – A consumer is motivated to conform to the
norms and behaviour of the group if:
 The group provides significant rewards for the compliance
 The individual’s behaviour in conforming is visible to the member
These are the groups that care for set norms and ensure that the same are held up at all
points of time. Influence exerted on the consumer by such Normative Groups is many a
time subjective. This type of influence is also termed as Utilitarian Influence. Any
group expectation getting fulfilled by one of the individuals in the group is referred to as
Utilitarian Influence.
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For instance, when you purchase a refrigerator brand suggested by your family member
without choosing the one of your choices, the influence is called as Utilitarian. Young
students who avoid wearing certain style of clothes for the fear of getting mocked by his
friends experiences the type influence common to Normative groups.
(2) Comparative Reference Groups –These are groups with whom the individual
compares himself and his attitudes. They provide a basis for validating beliefs,
values and attitudes. Value expressive influence. Getting influenced by a
likeminded neighbor is a typical happening that can be witnessed in Comparative
Reference Groups. The main characteristics of such groups is the validation of
practices and belief systems that happen between people who belong to the group.
The influence exerted in such type of groups is termed as Value Expressive
Influence. The reason for the term ‘Value expressive’ is the uniformity in thoughts
and belief systems that prevails between the members of the group. For instance,
such a group members may be of the same opinion when it comes to smoking or
drinking habit.
(3) Status Reference Groups –A group in which one refers to the position or status of
the people in a group before making a purchase decision. This group is also called
as Aspiration Group since anyone who wants to exert influence being a member of
this group may do so based on his status. The higher the status in the group, the
more intense the influence exerted on other group members.
(4) Dissociative Groups – Some individuals do not want to be linked to, or identified
by a group of individuals and try to dissociate themselves from the group. Many a
times, people wish to and dissociate themselves from a group which they consider
as a ‘not suitable one’ for themselves. For instance, in a typical office scenario, a
person may not want himself to be identified with a group of people who are
considered as dishonest. He tends to dissociate himself from them. As a consumer,
he keeps away from buying the products and brands any of the other group
members buys.

1.14 Application of Reference Groups in Marketing of a Product
Product purchases can be influenced by using the following to promote products:
 Celebrities
 Experts and Professionals in the relevant field
 Good spokesperson
 Opinion leaders

1.15 Characteristics of Groups Influencing Consumer Behaviour
 People who associate themselves with a group adhere to norms that are common to
all in the group
 Their beliefs and value system complement each others’ thoughts
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 They share a relationship that is either direct or indirect by nature Their approach
towards each other in taking decisions is mutual and interdependent
 Every member of the group learns many crucial things from others present in the
group
 The above characteristics enable organizations to device their marketing mix based
on the approach and behaviour of each individual group. Stratification is thus
leveraged to the marketing advantage of organizations which focuses on tapping the
right set of customers for selling their products and services.

1.16 Reference Group and Social Power
The influence of reference groups on Consumer Behavior is felt through the influence
of social power. The following powers are used to influence individuals in a group:
(1) Reward Power – It is the power to restrict or allocate material resources and rewards
to a person. Consumers are offered rewards in the form of cash and kind whenever
they yield to the influences of the group they are associated with.
(2) Coercive Power – It is the power based on application of fear, pain, restrictions etc.
on a person.
Many a times, consumers are threatened to go in for certain brands or to avoid a
particular brand. Here coerciveness acts as the main power and so is termed as
Coercive Power
(3) Legitimate Power – This power is based on the position of a person in an
organization or social unit. As the terminology implies, when someone gets what is
legitimately due to them as a consumer, it is termed as Legitimate Power.
(4) Referent Power – A person tries to copy the behaviour of another person whom he
takes as an idol and wants to be identified as him. The referent power lies with the
person whose personality characteristics others try to copy and are attracted
towards him.
(5) Expert Power – It is one`s power to withhold information from others. It is based
upon one`s experience, special skill, or knowledge. The behaviour of consumers
tends to get modified when a person who is an expert in the product or area of
interest vouches otherwise. The expertise power rules over purchase

1.17 Psychological Factors That Influence Consumer Buying
Behavior
Let us understand the effect of psychological factors on consumer behaviour:
1. Motivation: Nancy went to a nearby restaurant and ordered pizza for herself. Why
did Nancy buy pizza? Answer - She was feeling hungry and wanted to eat something.
In the above example, Hunger was the motivating factor for Nancy to purchase pizza.
There are several other factors which motivate individuals to purchase products and
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services. An individual who is thirsty would definitely not mind spending on soft
drinks, packaged water, juice and so on. Recognition and self-esteem also influence
the buying decision of individuals.
Why do people wear branded clothes?
Individuals prefer to spend on premium brands and unique merchandise for others to
look up to them. Certain products become their status symbol and people know them
by their choice of picking up products that are exclusive. An individual who wears a
Tag Heuer watch would never purchase a local watch as this would be against his
image.
2. Perception What is Perception? What an individual thinks about a particular product
or service are his/her perception towards the same. For someone a Dell Laptop might
be the best laptop while for others it could be just one of the best brands available.
Individuals with the same needs might not purchase similar products due to
difference in perception.
Catherine and Roselyn had a hectic day at work and thus wanted to have something
while returning from work. Catherine ordered a large chicken pizza with French fries
and coke while Roselyn preferred a baked vegetable sandwich. Though both
Catherine and Roselyn had the same motivation (hunger), but the products they
purchased were entirely different as Roselyn perceived pizza to be a calorie laden
food. Individuals think differently and their perceptions do not match.
Individuals perceive similar situation differently due to difference in the way they
interpret information.
There are three different processes which lead to difference in perception:
 Selective Attention - Selective attention refers to the process where individuals pay
attention to information that is of use to them or their immediate family members. An
individual in a single day is exposed to numerous advertisements, billboards,
hoardings etc but he is interested in only those which would benefit him in any way.
He would not be interested in information which is not relevant at the moment.
 Selective Distortion - Consumers tend to perceive information in a way which
would be in line to their existing thoughts and beliefs.
 Selective Retention - Consumers remember information which would be useful to
them, rest all they forget in due course of time. Michael wanted to purchase a watch
for his wife and thus he remembered the RADO advertisement which he had seen
several days ago.
3. Learning: Learning comes only through experience. An individual comes to know
about a product and service only after he/she uses the same. An individual who is
satisfied with a particular product/service will show a strong inclination towards
buying the same product again.
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4. Beliefs and Attitude: Beliefs and attitude play an essential role in influencing the
buying decision of consumers. Individuals create a certain image of every product or
service available in the market. Every brand has an image attached to it, also called
its brand image.
Consumers purchase products/services based on their opinions which they form
towards a particular product or service. A product might be really good but if the
consumer feels it is useless, he would never buy it.

1.18 Let’s Sum Up
Groups have power due to their ability to influence individuals to become members.
The group’s ability to influence the behavior of various individuals that are members or
non-members of the group is called social power and can have a number of types. These
social powers can influence the consumer behavior in buying certain products and
brands. Research found that reference groups are very important for marketers. This is
because they can influence and inform members to purchase specific products and
brands. It can provide the members with factors to compare with their own values, with
the values and behavior of the group. This can therefore influence the members to adopt
the groups’ values and attitudes
Group influence is “non controllable” by the marketer but must be taken into
consideration when designing new products. The marketer will need to seek out to
understand all the group influences that affect consumers so that the marketing mix can
be adjusted to give the maximum effect. Consumer behavior is greatly influenced by
cultural, social, personal, and psychological factors. Culture is the most fundamental
determinant of a person’s wants and behavior. Culture contains smaller subcultures or
groups of people with shared values systems based on common life experiences and
situations. These subcultures can influence the consumer behavior. Subcultures include
nationalities, religions, racial groups and geographic regions. Age subculture (age
cohort) is an example of how consumers cultural bond with each other. This is because
these consumers are more likely to face similar experiences and share common
memories by growing up and living in the same time frame. Many subcultures make up
important market segments and marketers often need to design products and marketing
programmers tailored to their needs and want. For example, the automobile industry is
taking on the baby boomer subculture market and dealing with boomers changing needs
in the industry. Toyota’s campaign of the redesign of the new Avalon was to provide a
youthful image that reminds the baby boomers of the late 1960s.

1.19 Self Assessment Questions
1. What do you understand by Groups? What are the various types of Groups?
2. Briefly describe the various principles of Group Dynamics?
3. What are the various types of Influences on the Reference Groups? What are the
various factors affecting the Reference Groups?
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4. Briefly describe the correlation between the Reference Group and Social Power?
5. What are the various psychological factors that influence consumer buying behavior?
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Unit-2
Family & Consumer Behavior
Structure:
2.0 Learning Objectives
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Role of Family in Consumer Behaviour
2.3 Family Influence on Consumer Behavior
2.4 Family Life Cycle
2.5 Consumer Socialization Process
2.6 Family and Buying Decision Process
2.7 Summary
2.8 Self-Assessment Questions
2.9 References and Further Readings

2.0 Learning Objectives
After going through this unit, you will be able to:





Explain the role and influence of family in Consumer Behavior.
Explain the family dynamics and family life cycle.
Explain the Consumer Socialization Process
Explain the family and buying decision process

2.1 Introduction
The term “family” refers to the basic sociological unit. The term has been used to
denote two or more people staying together and related to each other by blood or
marriage.
The composition, size and structure (in terms of roles and statuses) has undergone a
change across time and culture. There have been large families including grandparents,
parents, children, uncles, aunts and cousins (all staying together as a joint family); and
small families which comprise just parents with their children (nuclear family). Roles
and statuses have also changed, with both men and women taking active part in making
purchase decisions, and women playing roles which were earlier reserved for men and
vice versa. Thus, the family as a social unit has varied in composition and structure, as
well as the roles played by family members.
It is noteworthy that from a marketer’s perspective while, families have been referred to
as households, not all households are families. A household may also refer to a house
that has just a single individual, or it might include individuals who are not related to
each other such as friends, roommates, or work peers. Nevertheless, so far as consumer
behavior is concerned, families and households are treated as synonymous.
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Today, what we see around us are three kinds of families, viz., the married couple, the
nuclear family and the extended family. The married couple family comprises the
husband and the wife, generally representative of couples who have recently got
married and are yet to start a family. The nuclear family comprises husband, wife and
their children. The extended family includes the nuclear family with grandparents or
uncles and aunts.

2.2 Role of Family in Consumer Behaviour
No two individuals have same buying preferences. The buying tendencies of individuals
vary as per their age, need, income, lifestyle, geographical location, willingness to
spend, family status and so on. An individual’s immediate family members play an
essential role in influencing his/her buying behaviour.
An individual tends to discuss with his immediate family members before purchasing a
particular product or service. Family members might support an individual’s decision to
buy a particular product, stop him for purchasing it or suggest few other options.
Family comprises of:
 Parents
 Siblings
 Spouse
 Grandparents
 Relatives (Cousins/Aunts, Uncles etc)
What an individual imbibes from his parents becomes his/her culture. In countries like
India, where children are supposed to stay with their parents till the time, they get
married, the influence of parents on an individual’s buying decisions cannot be ignored.
What he sees from his childhood becomes his habit or in other words lifestyle. A female
from an orthodox background would prefer salwar suits, saris instead of westerns or
short outfits. In India, parents expect their children to dress up in nice, colorful outfits
during marriages, festivals or other auspicious occasions. Even if children want to buy
something else, their parents would always prompt them to buy traditional attire, thus
influencing their buying decision.
The moment an individual enters into wedlock, his/her partner influences his buying
decisions to a great extent. In most families, wife accompanies her husband for
shopping be it grocery, home appliances, furnishings, car etc. An individual would
always discuss with his/her partner before any major purchase. After marriage,
individuals generally do not like spending on himself/herself; rather they do it for their
partner or family.
A young bachelor would not mind spending on alcohol, attending night parties, casinos
but the moment he has a wife at home, he would instead spend on household and
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necessary items. No bachelor likes to invest money on mutual funds, insurance policies,
medi-claims etc. but for someone who is married buying an investment plan becomes
his first priority. Women generally are inclined towards buying toiletries, perfumes,
dresses, household items, furnishings, food products while men would rather love to
spend on gadgets, cars, bikes, alcohol etc. Both have different tastes but when they
come together, they mutually decide on what to buy and what not to buy.
A Bachelor would never purchase Women’s Horlicks or Kellogg’s K special or a
female perfume but when he has a wife at home; he would love to purchase them for his
wife. A young girl who has never purchased shaving creams or men’s perfume all
through her life for herself would not mind purchasing for her husband, father or fatherin-law. A working woman would have different needs as compared to a housewife. A
woman who goes to office would prompt her husband to buy formal trouser and shirt,
office bag, make up products etc for her while a house wife would not like spending on
all these as she does not require an office bag and so on.
Children also influence the buying decisions of individuals. An individual spends
happily on toys, candies, ice creams, chocolates sweets when he has children at home.
Children in the family prompt their parents to subscribe to Disney Channel, Cartoon
network and so on.
Individuals do not mind spending on medicines, health supplements, vitamin tablets,
protein drinks if they have ailing parents at home.

2.3 Family Influence on Consumer Behavior
To understand Family influence on consumer behaviour lets first understand the
important elements of a family. A family is an important element that affects the
consumption and disposal of products by an individual. A family may be defined as two
or more people living together, related by blood or marriage who share a common
house, common income and similar status and values. It is important for a marketer to
know the family structure, family compositions, buying patterns, buying roles and
motives of family members, life cycle stages etc. in order to understand family
influence on consumer behaviour and position a product efficiently in
There may be two types of families: Nuclear Family – A small family comprising of a
married couple and their children. Joint Family – It refers to a large family comprising
of married couples, their parents, their children and their relatives
A family is a social group and all members of a family influence and get influenced by
each other. Family bonds are stronger than bonds in any other group and all members of
the family form a single decision unit in case of purchase of products and services for
common consumption. Each member influences and gets influenced by a family
member depending upon his/her role, life cycle stage and relationship dynamics in the
family.
Therefore, family influence on consumer behaviour can be understood by studying the
buying roles, family dynamics and life cycle stage of a family member
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Buying Roles of a Family
The various roles played by members of a family while making a purchase decision are:


Influencer – The family member or family members who provide information
about a product or service to other family members



Gate Keeper – Family members who controls the flow and direction of the
contents of information



Decider – The one with the power to select the product whether individually or
jointly



Buyer – The one who makes the actual purchase



Preparer – The family member or family members who prepare the product for
family consumption



User – The consumers of the product or service



Maintainer – The members who maintain the product for continued use and
satisfaction



Disposer – The member who disposes the product

Family Dynamics
Family influence on consumer behaviour exists due to the relationship dynamics
between family members. The buying behaviour of a family and its members basically
depend upon the dynamics of husband-wife in decision making. There may be the
following types of decisions on the basis of husband-wife influences –


Wife Dominant Decisions, E.g., grocery, food, home decoration



Husband Dominant Decisions, E.g., phone, cars, insurance



Joint Decisions, E.g., vacations, schools for children



Autonomic or Unilateral decisions, E.g., milk, newspaper

2.4 Family Life Cycle
Researchers have studied the consumption behavior across the various stages of the
family life cycle. They have attempted to study the various peculiarities, tried to relate
these to the stages in the FLC, and drawn generalizations. The family life cycle has been
defined as a series of stages through which most families’ progress, with varying
characteristics across varies stages; these characteristics relate to marital status, size of
the family, the age profile of the family members (focusing on the age of the oldest
and/or youngest child), the employment status of the head of household, the income
level and the disposable income at hand. The amount of disposable income is usually
inferred from the stage in the family life cycle. While the tradition FLC has undergone
change and newer forms have appeared, the concept still draws attention from consumer
researchers and practitioners. It has been used by marketers to segment families on the
bases of varied criteria that have been mentioned above.
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Traditional Family Life Cycle:
Traditionally the life cycle, illustrated a progression of stages through which families
passed; it comprised stages, starting from bachelorhood (single), to married (couple), to
family growth (parenthood: birth of children), to family contraction (grown up children
leaving home for studies or employment) to post parenthood (all children leaving home)
to dissolution (single survivor: death of one of the spouses). The buying behavior of a
family member is also influenced by his position in the family life cycle stage. Different
stages in the life cycle show family influence on consumer behavior with respect to a
family member`s position in the life cycle stage. Based on these, the traditional FLC can
be synthesized into five basic stages, which may be mentioned as follows:
 Stage I: Bachelorhood: Young single adult (male/female) living apart from parents
and into a livelihood.
 Stage II: Honeymooners: Young married couple.
 Stage III: Parenthood: Married couple with at least one child living with them at
home.
 Stage IV: Post parenthood: An older married couple with no children living at
home.
 Children have left home for studies or for employment.
 Stage V: Dissolution: One surviving spouse.
These stages, consumption patterns and the product preferences are explained below:
Stage I: Bachelorhood: The stage comprises a young single adult (male/female) living
apart from parents and into a livelihood. While incomes are low as they have just started
a career, financial burdens and responsibilities are also low. As such bachelors have a
high level of disposable income.
 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: They tend to spend their money on house
rent, basic furniture and kitchen equipment. They are recreation oriented and like to
spend on purchase of automobiles (particularly motor bikes), travel (trekking and
holidays), adventure sports (motor racing, bungee jumping etc.), health clubs,
clothes and fashion accessories).
 Implications for Marketers: Marketers realize that bachelors possess large
disposable income; they find in them an attractive segment for sports, travel,
entertainment and fun.
Stage II: Honeymooners: The stage comprises a newly married couple and continues
till the first child is born. One of the spouses may be working or both may be working.
They are financially better off than they would be in the next stages. If both are
working, income is higher. If both are working, the couple has discretionary income at
hand that permits a good lifestyle, and provides for purchases or savings.
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 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: They tend to spend on creating a home for
themselves. They spend on cars, furniture, curtains and upholstery, electronics,
kitchen appliances and utensils, and vacations.
 Implications for Marketers: They form an attractive segment for the marketer as
they form the highest purchase rate amongst segments. The highest average
purchase of durables takes place in this stage.
Stage III: Parenthood: The stage comprises married couple with children. This stage
extends for about a long 20–25-year period; and could be further broken up into three
stages, viz., Full Nest I, Full Nest II and Full Nest III. Throughout these stages, the size
and structure of the family gradually changes, so does income and expenses with
varying priorities. The financial expenses increase rapidly with children being born in
Full Nest I and gradually decrease as children become independent and self-supporting
as one reaches Full Nest III.
Full Nest I: The youngest child in the family is six or below.
 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: While liquidity of cash is low, expenses are
high. The family spends on baby food, diapers, medicines for cough and cold,
doctor visits, child toys and games, school admissions and fees and insurance
policies. There are increased expenses on child care.
 Implications for Marketers: At this stage, purchasing is at the peak, and so this is an
attractive segment for the marketer. The children in the family begin to impact
family purchases, and are a huge potential for future.
Full Nest II: The youngest child in the family is six or above. Generally, the stage
comprises children aged 6-12 years.
 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: Financial position gets better as one begins
to rise up the ladder. If the wife is also working, children are “latchkey kids.” The
family spends on food, clothes for children, education of children, insurance
policies and investments. They also pay for medical expenses and particularly,
dental treatment. They go in for deals; buy larger-size packages, and economy
packs. Junk food, fashion clothing and accessories, video games etc. are prime
demands.
 Implications for Marketers: At this stage, purchasing is still at the peak, and so this
is also an attractive segment for the marketer. The children, as also teenagers
continue to impact family purchases. The latchkey kids are a potential for home
delivered junk food like pizzas and burgers.
Full nest III: They are older married couples with dependent and/or independent
children but staying together at home. Children reach the higher educational level; one
of them may start earning too.
 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: The family income continues to increase
and so do expenses. The family continues to spend on food, clothes for teenagers,
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higher education of children, and also repeat purchase of durables that were bought
in honeymooning stage or Full Nest I. The family buys new furniture, electronic
goods and appliances and cars. Thus, there is high average purchase of durables.
The family also invests in real estate and property and/or flats. They continue to
spend on medical expenses, particularly dentists and visit general physicians for
regular checkups.
 Implications for Marketers: At this stage, income begins to increase as one of the
children begins to earn. As expenses see a rise, the stage offers a potential for
marketers.
Stage IV: Post parenthood: This is a stage that occurs once children have left home.
They leave home first for education, and then for employment. As they complete their
education, and find employment, they gradually leave home one by one, thus, leaving
the nest. Thus, this stage has also been broken into two stages, viz., Empty Nest I and
Empty Nest II. As one moves across Empty Nest I and II, the size and structure of the
family changes (quite similar to the Parenthood stage and the Full Nest I, II and III).
Empty Nest I: This is a stage that occurs when at least one of the children has left home.
He/she has completed education, taken up a job and has left home to start his/her home.
He/she is independent and can manage on own. While children are managing to start up
on their own, parents are still working.
 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: The family size gradually begins to shrink.
Parents are still earning; expenses gradually reduce, and so there is highest level of
savings and disposable income at hand. The family spends on food, installments for
real estate/house, higher education of the dependent children, and, medical
expenses on dentist, physiotherapy and heart. They have leisure time in hand, and
watch television, movies, and may even go on a vacation.
 Implications for Marketers: At this stage, the couple beings to again have
disposable income in hand. Financial responsibilities towards children begins to
decrease. This stage offers potential for marketers who are involved in providing
services like leisure, travel and holiday.
Empty Nest II: In this stage, all the children have left home, and the couple has retired
from occupation. They live on pension and other social security investments. If health
permits, they take up part-time jobs.
 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: The couple has higher disposable incomes
because of savings and investments, and they have fewer expenses. They decide to
spend on all that they had been thinking to spend on but had not been able to
because of familial responsibilities. They spend money on food, travel and
holidays, watch TV and form hobby clubs. They refurnish their home or may even
move to newer homes after retirement. Medical expenses also see a rise. However,
for those older retired couples who do not have much income from adequate
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savings and investments, the situation is much different. There is a sharp drop in
their income.
 Implications for Marketers: The stage is lucrative for those involved in the
entertainment industry. Many industries provide special discounts in travel and stay
as “Senior Citizen benefits, for example, hotels, airlines and railways. Banks and
financial institutions also have special facilities for those above 60, especially
higher rates of interest on deposits.
Stage V: Dissolution: This stage in the FLC occurs when one of the couple dies, and
leaves behind the other surviving spouse.
 Priorities and Preferences of Purchase: When one of the spouses is still earning, or
earns money from savings and investments, things are little easier. However, if
he/she is not earning, he/she follows a lifestyle that is economical. The primary
expenditure is on medicines, checkups with doctors and restrictive diet.
 Implications for Marketers: The stage is characteristic of a widow/widower with
lower income and least shopping and expenses.
The family life cycle stages and consumption patterns of each stage can be understood
briefly with the table below:
Family Life Cycle
Stages
Bachelorhood

Characteristics of
Members
Young Singles

Honeymooners

Young married with
no children

Parenthood – Full nest-1

Young married with
children

Parenthood – Full nest-1

Middle-aged with
dependent children

Post Parenthood – Full
nest-3

Old parents with
dependent children

Empty Nest

Old parents with
independent children

Solitary Survivor

Old and retired
singles
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Consumption Interests
Games, toy, sports, fashion,
clothing, recreation and
entertainment
Life insurance, home furnishings,
home appliances, vacations,
consumer durables
Baby food, clothing and
furniture, real estate, medical
services, automobiles, bank loans
Children Education, increased
spending on food, clothing,
recreation and entertainment,
Child insurance
Servants and helpers, higher
education, luxury products,
international vacations, social
contributions
Healthcare services, home
security services, basic
necessities, value for money
products
Legal services old age homes,
easy to use appliances, increased
expenses on health and security.
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2.5 Consumer Socialization Process
Consumer socialization is the process by which young people acquire skills, knowledge
and attitudes relevant to their functioning in market place. The family as a social unit is
of tremendous importance for a marketer. This is because of three reasons, viz., a
monetary source for dependents, an indication of values and lifestyles, and the root for
socialization.
 Monetary source: The family may comprise a single earner or a dual earner; the
rest of the members act as dependents; It is fatherand or mother who are the bread
earners, and earn for the rest of the members (children) who act as dependents.
While this role was restricted earlier to the man in the family, there is a transition,
and today even the woman in the family is playing this role. As is seen the children
and the teenagers comprise a major portion of the market as buyers of goods and
services. While they desire product and service offerings, the money comes from
the parents. Thus, providing financial resources to the dependents and looking into
their economic well-being is a basic family function that the head of the family
plays.
 Values and lifestyles: The parents in the family are also a source of values and
lifestyles for the family. The grandparents and the parents in the family, inculcate
among the children basic values and norms, and also tell them about suitable
lifestyles. This has an impact on the children when it comes their day to day living,
on their education, career, recreational activities, etc. With both parents earning and
having occupations, and the family experiencing a dual- income set up, a transition
has been witnessed in lifestyles of children and dependents. Children are becoming
independent day by day and becoming clearer about “what” they want; the brands
they seek. People are also time-constrained and so seeking easy ways out. This has
led to the emergence of products and services that are easily available, convenient
to use and free of hassles. For example, there is the fast-food industry, ready-to-eat
packaged meals etc.
 Socialization: The concept of socialization has also been dealt with in the previous
lesson. In fact, socialization of members’ right from childhood to adulthood is the
primary function that a family play. As discussed before, the socialization takes
place at two stages, one during childhood, as family of orientation, and two after
marriage as family of procreation. This reflects itself in the values, lifestyles and
overall modes of behavior of individuals; e.g., the kind of food to eat, dresses to
wear, customs and practices to follow etc. are all a result of the socialization
process. Such socialization can be discussed at three levels: socialization at
childhood, socialization at adulthood, and intergenerational socialization.
 Socialization at childhood: Socialization during childhood takes place when
children observe and later on replicate the behavior of the elders (grandparents,
parents and older siblings) at home. The children are taught about the values and
modes of behavior, directly through instruction and communication, and indirectly
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through observation of behavior by elders at home. As they replicate behavior, they
are rewarded and the behavior gets reinforced. Thus, the family of orientation has
an important role to play.
Of importance to marketers is the manner in which children learn patterns of purchase
and consumption behavior. As Schiffman defines, child socialization is the process by
which children acquire the skills, knowledge, and attitudes necessary to function as
consumers. Similar to other socialization, such knowledge about product and service
offerings, as also brands and consumption behavior, is also learnt through observation
of elders at home, be it parents or older siblings. However, as they grow up, their
consumption behavior also gets influenced by friends, as well as reference groups (both
direct and indirect). The process of socialization helps adopt shopping and buying skills
of products and services, as also brands at dealer’s outlets and stores.
 Socialization at adulthood: Socialization does not get restricted to childhood. It
extends throughout the life of an individual, as an ongoing process. As a person
grows up into adulthood, he interacts with his friend, colleague and work peers and
is influenced by them. After he gets married, he starts a household once again and
his consumption pattern and behavior are impacted by his spouse. As the newly
married couple begins to settle down as a household, they make adjustments with
each other with respect to values, lifestyles and modes of behavior. They also make
adjustments and adapt themselves with respect to the likes and dislikes of each
other, including preferences for product and service offerings as also brands. Once
they have children, they begin to impact and are also impacted by them. Thus, just
like the family of orientation, the family of procreation also has an important role to
play.
 Intergenerational socialization: Values, lifestyles and behavior get transferred from
one generation to another.
 So do preferences for product and services as also brands. We of tense that people
prefer certain brands, just because their parents preferred it over others. Product and
brand loyalty as also preferences get transferred from one generation to another.
This is referred to as intergenerational socialization.

2.6 Family and Buying Decision Process
It is the entire family that acts together while making purchase decisions. However,
researchers tend to focus either on the decision maker who makes choices about a
purchase or the user who uses the product or service offering.
Purchase decisions in the family are joint decisions made by the members of the family,
be it husband, wife, children, or may be even members of the extended family. Thus, the
family is recognized not only as the basic social unit but also as the basic decisionmaking unit.
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 Buying roles: The members in the family play what is known as “buying roles,”
viz. the initiator, influencer, decider, buyer and user. These roles have already been
discussed in module 4. It would be worthwhile to mention here that these roles may
be played by a single person or by a few in the family. Also, these roles would vary
across product and service offerings as also the buying situation. For some
products, the male member of the house acts as the decider, while for others, the
lady acts as a decider.
 Reversal of Buying Roles: However, with a large number of women taking to
professions, men are no longer confined to their offices but are also taking up
responsibility with household chores. With changing times, family roles have also
undergone a change; most purchase decisions are joint decisions. Also, those
decisions which were earlier restricted to men, are being taken by women and vice
versa. Marketers do address this issue when they depict through their ads, men
washing clothes with Ariel or men making Act II popcorn. This shift in buying
roles need to be well-understood by marketers as this change may ultimately affect
the composition of target markets and segments.
 Joint Decision Making in a Family: As mentioned above, most purchase decisions
are jointly made by the spouses together or with their children involved. While
making purchase decisions and brand choices, the family may very often find itself
in disagreement with one another. In such situations, the family members tend to
influence each other to reach a consensus that makes everyone happy and leaves
them satisfied. Purchase decisions between husband and wife have been studied at
length.
Researchers have identified family consumption decisions between husband and wife as
husband-dominated, wife-dominated, joint (i.e., equal or syncratic), and autonomic (i.e.,
solitary or unilateral). The kind of influence in terms of nature and extent, depend upon
the product and service offering, the stage in the decision-making process, and the
family role structure (in terms of culture and sub-culture; Who is more dominating?).
The influence today, is also getting impacted by changing roles in the social system, the
lifestyle patterns as also occurrence of women liberation and dual-income households.
In purchase decisions involving the family, children have a major roleplay these days.
They tend to influence family decision making with reference to both the purchase
decision as also the brand choice. The behavior that they exhibit is more of an
Influence that subsequently makes parents yield to their (children’s) request. Children
are influential for all kinds of products, be in ice-creams or clothes or even cars, which
they watch on TV. It has been seen that while certain products are not used by children,
yet they are successful in influencing their parents in purchase decisions relating to
them. Children who are little older are able to recall the ads and the brands; they are
highly influential in helping parents’ recall the brand at the time of purchase. Mention
may also be made of latchkey kids, who are preteen children who stay at home alone for
a considerable part of the day, while their parents are off for work. They form a
lucrative segment for marketers dealing in fast food, snacks and other eatables, be it
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burgers or pizzas or cold drinks. These are made available at the doorstep through home
delivery. With the new generation, so very tuned towards such offerings, segment has
good potential. Teenagers and college going children also form a profitable segment for
the marketer; this is because they are easily influenced by friends and peers, as also
members of secondary reference groups. They have money in hand which the parents
provide, and they have a tendency to spend a lot of money. They are fashion conscious
and also act as trend setters. They impact family decision making in a major way.
Children, teenagers and college goers cannot be ignored as they are can be caught
young and made brand loyal. Together they represent a huge market.
Resolving Consumer Conflict in a Family: Researchers have particularly identified
conflict reducing strategies between husband and wife. With income being limited, they
could argue with each other with respect to the purchase decisions (to buy or not to
buy), purchase choices (to buy a specific product), as also brand choices. Let us take an
example. A couple is interested in buying a mobile set. They enter into an argument
with respect to the brand to be purchased. The various conflict-reducing strategies are
mentioned in the table (See Table 1).
Table1: Conflict reducing Strategies between Husband and Wife
Strategy
Expert

Meaning
Example
One of the spouses, uses his/her The couple is buying a mobile set.
superior
knowledge
and The wife looks for looks,
information
about
the aesthetics and appeal and prefers
product/service category in a Samsung, while the husband
question, and influences the looks into the robustness,
other
durability, size and weight etc.
and prefers a Nokia. Assuming
that the husband has better idea
about electronic products, he acts
as an expert and influences
his wife to agree to a decision
taken by him.
Legitimacy The dynamics here is based on If the man is the dominant
“who
dominates”
the force, they buy a Nokia; else
household; i.e., decisions are they buy a Samsung.
taken on the basis of the
position in the household. The
more powerful influences the
other.
Bargaining Here, the two agree to reach
The couple is buying a mobile
on a consensus with a promise
set. The husband favors a Nokia
for future; “I agree to what
while the wife prefers a
you say now; You would have
Samsung. The wife agrees to
to agree with me the next
buy Nokia on the condition that
time.”
So
next time they would buy
oneisabletoinfluencetheotherw
Samsung.
ithapromiseofexchangesometi
meinfuture.
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Reward

One tries to influence the
other by offering a reward.

Emotional

One of the spouses tries to
influence the other by
expressing his emotions; in
other
words,
emotional
blackmail.

Impression Here, one of the spouses tries to

influence another through his
power of persuasion, reasoning

and argument.

The husband tells his wife that if
she agrees on a Nokia, he would
gift her a saree.
The wife acts emotionally and
says that she desires a Samsung
as her first handset gifted to her
by her father was also a
Samsung.
So,
she
gets
sentimental about it.
The husband brings in facts, and
logic and persuades his wife to
agree to buy a Nokia.

2.7 Summary
With changes in our society, we witness a change in the traditional Family Life Cycle
and the various stages through which it progressed earlier. There are various forms like
single; late marriages; divorced (with/without children); dual income, no kids (DINKS);
live-ins etc. Consumer researchers have thus brought about changes in the traditional
FLC, so as to reflect changes in the family and lifestyle arrangements. Broadly speaking
households may be classified as family households and non-family households (single
individual or live-ins). Each of these family types has varying features and
characteristics, which also get exhibited in their buying patterns and consumption
expenditure.

2.8 Self Assessment Questions
1. Explain the role of family in Consumer Behavior?
2. What do you understand by Family Life Cycle? Briefly explain each stage of Family
Life Cycle?
3. What do you understand by Consumer Socialization Process?
4. Explain the relation between family and buying decision process?
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Unit-3
Social Class & Consumer Behaviour
Structure:
3.0 Learning Objectives
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Social Class Categories
3.3 The Measurement of Social Class
3.4 Consumer Survey: India’s Rich
3.5 Determinants of Social Class
3.6 Let’s Sum Up
3.7 Self-Assessment Questions
3.8 References and Further Readings

3.0 Learning Objectives
After going through this unit, you will be able to:
 Explain the relation of social class and consumer behavior.
 Ways to learn the measurement of the social class
 Explain the determinants of Social Class.
 Explain the Consumer Socialization Process


Explain the family and buying decision process

3.1 Introduction
Social classes are the strata in the society. Social classes group people status-wise.
Each class has people having more or less the same status. However, in marketing,
status is considered with respect to household income, occupational choice and
academic achievements.
Social Class and Social Status: Status has evolved considering three factors like
wealth, power, and prestige.
Some of the salient aspects of social class are as given:
 Social class is hierarchical - The hierarchical aspect of social class is important to
marketers.
 Social class and market segmentation – The various social-class strata provide a
natural basis for market segmentation for many products and services.
 Social class and Behavioral Factors –Classification of social classes has enabled
researchers to note the existence of shared values, attitudes, and behavioral
patterns among members within each social class.
 Social class as a frame of reference – Social class membership serves consumers
as a frame of reference (i.e.,reference group) for the development of their attitudes
and behavior. Marketers have often exploited this behavioral need of a specific
class to align with its reference group, by seeking clues to their advantage.
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3.2 Social Class Categories
Warner has classified the society into six classes. The classifications are as follows:
1. Upper-Upper –They are Microscopic, Elite, Wealth inherited and value family
reputation. This section also believes in pedigree and is socially responsible.
2. Lower-Upper–This section has Wealth of first generation, Neo-rich. It is a shade
lesser than upper- upper section. Choose good schools for children like Doon School
and Mayo College. Future generations have chances to move to top-class. Emulate
etiquettes of the top-class.
3. Upper-Middle–Here the section is larger than the above two classes. Financially
stable and secured that is income is above average. They are moderately successful
professionals and businessmen. Emulate the upper classes. Degree of success puts a
dividing line between them and the two upper classes.
4. Lower-Middle - A large class. Supervisors, non- managerial staff, traders, clerical
staff, salespeople and they also value education.
5. Upper-Lower - Largest class who are Wage-earners or more precisely working
class. Strive for respectability.
6. Lower-Lower - Lowest income, unemployed. This class is basically underdeveloped
and uneducated. They are daily wage earners and low occupations.

3.3 The Measurement of Social Class
Social class-based classification is well accepted as an essential way to divide the
population. Systematic approaches for measuring social classes fall in to the following
broad categories – subjective measures, reputational measures and objective measures.
 Subjective measures: individuals are asked to estimate their own social-class
position from the given alternatives such as the lower class, the lower middle class,
the upper middle class, and the upper class.
 Reputational measures: The reputational approach for measuring a social class
takes the help of informants to make judgements concerning the social class
membership of others within the community, rather than themselves.
 Objective measures: In this approach, selected demographic or socio-economic
variables concerning the individuals under study are chosen for evaluation of their
social class. Objective measures of social classes get further divided into two basic
categories– 1) single variable indexes and 2) composite variable indexes.
Single Variable Indexes – A single variable index uses just one socio-economic
variable to evaluate social- class membership. Some of the most popular variables are
Education, Income, Employment, Ownership, and Networth. Interestingly, when two
individual variables are matched and plotted differently, one composite matrix can
emerge such as Occupation and Income.
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Composite Variable Indexes – Composite indexes systematically combine a number of
socio-economic factors of or moreover all measure of social class standing. Such
indexes are of interest to marketers because they may better reflect the complexity of
social classes than single variable indexes. Post capturing the required single variables,
a composite variable index can be developed as needed for the classification of your
consumers.
Indian Context – It was found necessary to have socio-economic categorization for
India. As mentioned in marketing, domain discreated only when a person with wants,
who has money and shows an intention to acquire the goods that he desires.
Thus, for Indian marketers, one composite index was developed, known as SOCIOECONOMIC CATEGORISATION (SEC), in which occupation of the individual and
income are considered. This is considered as traditional classification and in the recent
past, new SEC classification has also been evolved in which their education is
considered along with their ownership of durables. There is also a classification
available for rural India based on the nature of house owned by them, and education.
Classes and its influence on purchasing – Marketers are finally keen to know whether
persons with a desire have the ability to purchase or not. A person’s ability to spend
depends on his income. Thus, based on income of the family, social classes, namely
higher class, middle class and lower class have been evolved. You may further expand
this by re-classifying it as higher class, higher middle, middle-middle, lower middle,
lower class and likewise.

3.4 Consumer Survey: India’s rich
As per the published NCAER’s study of Super-Affluent Indian Consumer - 2001,
around 1.058 million households in India have an income in excess of Rs. 5 lakh a
year, which is just 0.61 per cent of the 171.9 million households in the country. The
first category is that of The Rich having income greater than Rs. 5 lakh per annum.
Mostly, these people are upwardly mobile. Some of these are DINK or ‘double income
no kids’ households.
 The super-rich have an income greater than Rs. 10 lakh per annum. There are less
DINK families here than in the rich category. Mostly, they are professionals. They
are devoted to consumerism.
 TheUltra-richcategoryhasanincomegreaterthanRs.20lakhperannum.
 The Sheer-rich category is made up by households having an income exceeding Rs.
50 lakh per annum.
 The Obscenely-rich earns more than Rs. 1 Crore per annum.
Marketing to the Rich: They are a profitable niche, which is expanding fast. These
segments are quicker to adopt consumer habits considered premium. Stereotypes are no
guide to marketing. Rising income means less expenditure on household products, and
more spending on out-of- home activities. Social acceptance and status are powerful
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drivers. Many offerings lose their impact of being premium over a period of time. Some
categories are premium for different income groups.
Middle - Class: Though middle class is difficult to define, it has three components;
cultural, consumption pattern and psychographics. A middle class is a matter of attitude
or a state of mind. Income is an easier criterion to define middle class.
The middle-income categories constitute 60.5 million households. If we take an average
of five individuals per household, there are 302.5 million individuals in this middleincome category. It is a useful surrogate for middle class.

3. 5 Determinants of Social Class
(1) Wealth and Income: Possession of substantial amounts of wealth is the main
characteristic distinguishing the upper class from other class groups in society.
Persons having more wealth and income generally have higher social position and
respect in society. Wealth and income (money), though necessary for upper-class
position, yet one’s class position is not directly proportional to his income.
A prostitute has less social status than a professor though her income is far greater
than the professor. In spite of all its weaknesses, wealth and income are an
important determinant of social class, partly because of the way of life it permits or
enforces (a social class is basically a way of life), and partly because it suggests
about one’s family life and way of life.
Upper-class children have a better chance, and for their grandchildren, a secure
upper-class status is practically assured. Wealth and income, over a period of time,
usually gains upper-class status. In his analysis of class divisions, Karl Marx argued
that social class is based entirely on wealth.
(2) Occupation: Occupation is an exceedingly important aspect of social class and as
such it is another determinant of class status. It is a well-known fact that some kinds
of work are more honourable than others, e.g., doctors, engineers, administrators,
professors and lawyers hold a higher position than a car mechanic or manual
worker.
The high-prestige occupations generally receive the higher incomes, yet there are
many excep-tions. Occupation is also one of the best clues to one’s way of life, and
therefore to one’s social class membership. It affects many other facets of life
(values, beliefs, marital relations) other than determining the social class.
(3) Education: There is a close reciprocal relationship between social class and
education. To get a higher education one needs money plus motivation. Upper-class
children already have money for the finest schools and colleges. They also have
family tradition and social encouragement. One’s amount and kind of education
affects the class rank he will secure. Thus, education is one of the main levers of a
man’s social class.
(4) Prestige: It refers to the respect and admiration with which an occupation is
regarded by society. Prestige is independent of the particular person who occupies a
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job. Sociologists have tried to assign prestige rankings to various occupations.
Besides wealth, occupation and education, there are certain other criteria which
help a person to attain higher social status in the society.
These are family background, kinship relations, location of residence etc., but
education, occupation and expanded income are the most fairly visible clues of
social class. With these are associated most of the other behavior characteristics
which make one ‘belong’. Most of the social scientists have used these three criteria
in dividing people into social classes for research purposes.

3.6 Let’s Sum Up
Social class can have a profound effect on consumer spending habits. Perhaps the most
obvious effect is the level of disposable income of each social class. Generally, the rich
have the ability to purchase more consumer goods than those with less income, and
those goods are of higher quality. There is also a distinction in the type of goods
purchased. For example, the upper class tend to be the primary buyers of fine jewelry
and often shop at exclusive retailers. The lower class, in contrast, are much more
concerned with simply getting by; they focus more on necessities.
Behaviour as a consumer of a social class depends how we make classes. If all the
variables are taken into account the number of classes will be very large in a country of
the size and diversity of culture-, languages, religions, regions, and customs like India.
The level of knowledge, communication facilities, and education further makes
differences in social classes.

3.7 Self Assessment Questions
1. What do you understand by Social Class?
2. Explain about the various categories of Social Class?
3. What are the various systematic approaches to measure Social Class?
4. What are the various ways to approach Marketing for rich class?
5. What are the various determinants of Social Class?
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Unit-4
Culture & Consumer Behaviour
Structure:
4.0 Learning Objectives
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Characteristics of Culture
4.3 Components of Culture
4.4 Measurement of Culture
4.5 Meaning of Sub-Culture
4.6 Types of Sub-Culture
4.7 Importance of Cross Culture on Markets
4.8 Marketing across cultures
4.9 Cross Cultural Training
4.10 Let’s Sum Up
4.11 Self-Assessment Questions
4.12 References and Further Readings

4.0 Learning Objectives
 Understand the meaning, characteristics, components and measurements of Culture.
 Understand the meaning and types of Sub-Culture.
 Explain the importance of Cross Culture on Markets.
 Understand the Cross-Cultural Training and the relevance of culture for a Marketer

4.1 Introduction
Culture may be defined as the “personality of a society”. It is broad and all pervasive in
nature, inclusive of language, customs and traditions, norms and laws, religion, art and
music, etc. It also includes the interests of people, the work practices and orientations,
as also their attitudes towards general and specific issues.
Culture delineates precisely, the do’s and don’ts of a society, and specifies all that is
acceptable and all that is not. It is reflective of values and beliefs that are widely
accepted by members of a society. The members of a society subscribe to the various
values, beliefs and norms, and this gives strength to a society’s culture. This does not
imply that cultures are truly rigid; in fact, they evolve and adapt to changing situations
and times.
Culture is a society's personality, unique in itself and differentiated from others; it is
further divided into various sub-cultures. Culture is also trans-generational, and is
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passed on from one generation to another. A study on our culture requires an elaborate
and detailed inquiry into the very character and personality of the society that we live in.
The culture of a society also has a bearing on buying patterns and consumption
behavior. In terms of consumer behavior, Schiffman defines culture as “the sum total of
learned beliefs, values, and customs that serve to direct the consumer behavior of
members of a particular society”. The kinds of products and services and/or brands that
consumers’ buy and use, are all based on their cultures and sub-cultures. For example,
the food they eat and the kinds of clothes they buy and wear, are all impacted by their
culture, their customs, traditions, norms and values.

4.2 Characteristics of Culture
Culture and its impact on consumption behavior can be better explained by
understanding the nature and characteristics of culture:
(a) Culture is natural and permeates naturally into the social system. It inbreeds into
the members of a social system and is all-pervasive. It influences the manner in
which a person behaves, as consciously or sub-consciously, we are all governed by
culture. Not only do people use their values and beliefs to govern their behavior,
but they also except that others’ behavior would also be similar and consistent (as
culture is shared). Culture unites the members of a social system.
In terms of consumer behavior, the kinds of food we buy and eat or the clothes that
we purchase and wear, are all governed by the socialization process. Similar is with
respect toother purchases that we make. Culture encompasses the general and
specific patterns of consumption behavior.
(b) Culture helps in satisfaction of needs. In fact, it exists as it helps satisfy the needs
of people. Beliefs, values, customs and tradition, help govern the social system, and
specify the manner in which people in a social system should behave; they
delineate the do’s and don’ts, and thereby create boundaries of acceptable behavior
in the social system. However, such values, beliefs, customs and traditions continue
to exist as long as they meet the needs of the people in the society. That is why
culture evolves with passage of time. As the needs of the people evolve, beliefs,
values, customs and tradition also undergo change so as to meet and match with
newer needs and wants.
For example, in earlier times, people preferred eating their whole meals at home. In fact,
eating out was considered unhealthy and undesirable. With a change in society, and the
emergence of dual income households, people have begun eating out of home; the fastfood culture is in. This has given a boost to the fast food and restaurant industry. Thus,
we see that when a value system fails to satisfy the members of a social system, it is
adapted, changed and/or modified to suit newer social patterns and trends. Marketers
must be conscious of newly developed and embraced values, customs and traditions, so
as to be able to take advantage of the situation. For example, lately developed
consciousness of people towards i) fashion, has given boost to the apparel and
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accessories business; ii) fitness, has given boost to the gymnasium and sports business;
iii) health, has given a boost to natural products like fruit juices, honey, aloe vera, etc.
(c) Culture is not inborn; it is learnt as a result of the socialization process. There
occurs a socialization process right from one’s childhood, a process that continues
throughout life. Culture is imparted by this socialization process. This learning of
culture could be of two kinds; viz., enculturation and acculturation. The process of
learning one's native culture is known as enculturation, while the process of learning
a new or a foreign culture is known as acculturation.
We are impacted by our family (family of orientation and family of procreation), as
well as our friends throughout our life. People learn from family and friends about
what are acceptable and what is not in terms of our values and beliefs. Cultural
learning could take place in three forms, viz., formal learning, informal learning and
technical learning.
 Formal learning: when a child is taught how to behave by family, viz.
grandparents, parents and siblings; they tell him about the rights and wrongs in
behavior.
 Informal learning: when the child learns by imitating the behavior of others, be it
members in the family, or friends, or celebrities, or characters.
 Technical learning: when the child is taught how to behave in a formal
educational environment by a teacher.
As consumers, it is through our culture learning that we are taught what is regarded as a
desirable purchase and what is not. Similar is with respect to brands. Our perception
about brands is influenced i) informally by views and opinions from family, friends, and
colleagues, and ii) formally by the marketer, the dealer and the sales people. Thus, both
general and specific consumption behavior is indicative of the culture that we live in.
The kind of products/services consumers buy are ultimately determined by culture as
well. For example, in certain cultures, eating pork and beef is a taboo; thus, when
McDonalds came to India, they had to introduce the chicken burger, instead of the
normal beef burger sold in the US. They could not disregard the vegetarian population
of the country and so introduced the veg-tikki burger.
MNC’s who desire to enter foreign markets, and wish to introduce their products and
services there, should carefully study and understand the cultures of such countries.
They need to go through an elaborate process of acculturation so that they can
understand the inhabitants of such cultures and their needs, so as to assess whether such
potential markets could be profitable target segments. They should design the product
and service offerings (including the 4Ps), in line with the culture so as to be able to gain
quicker acceptance. The colors, language and symbols, should all be kept in mind. The
marketer could use all the three forms of cultural learning through designing appropriate
promotional messages and using an appropriate channel.
(d) Culture is shared. It is accepted and imbibed by all the members of the social
system. In fact, it ties together the people that form a social system. Social
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institutions (family), educational institutions (schools, colleges and universities),
political institutions (law, public policy, leaders and government), and religious
institutions (like places of worship, artifacts, and religious leaders) etc., all help in
transmitting this culture to the members of the society. The mass media, print and
audio-visual, also has a role to play in the transmitting of culture.
Also today, cultures and sub-cultures are shared by people within, and outside.
Needless to say, the mass media has a big role to play. With the various satellite
channels vying for viewer ship across India, and higher TRP ratings, the various
soaps and serials reflect cultures of all kinds; they portray all kinds of families, all
types of cultures and sub-cultures. We get to see stories on families from Gujarati,
Bengali, Punjabi and Tamilian cultures; the dressing patterns, the favorite dishes,
the customs and rituals etc. With the various national and vernacular channels that
we have in India, we have begun to share sub-cultures too. Sub- cultures are no
longer restricted to geographical boundaries today.
As consumers, we are also impacted most by such institutions, and primarily by
mass media. As discussed in the above paragraph, with the advent of satellite
channels, there is growing awareness of other cultures and sub-cultures. An
important role on spread of culture is also through advertisements. Today there is
demand for dhokla and khakhra (Gujarati food) in North India, or mishit doi and
hilsa fish (Bengali food) in South India. This trend is also increasing because
people are crossing borders of their states and moving elsewhere for jobs and
assignments.
(e) Culture is dynamic in nature, and evolves constantly with time. It adapts itself to the
changing environment. As said above, values, beliefs, customs and traditions
continue to exist as long as they satisfy the needs and wants of the people. Once
they cease to satisfy people’s needs, they change. Thus, culture changes and adapts
to the environment.
Marketers need to continually assess the environment so as to identify changing
need patterns, and change / modify / adapt existing products and services, and even
come up with new ones. One such example, i.e., dual income households and the
need for eating out, resulting in demand for fast food and restaurants, has already
been discussed above. With changes in culture, we can also witness its impact on
the buying roles. The marketers have to identify the initiators, influencers, deciders,
buyers and users, and approach them accordingly, either personally or impersonally
via media. Marketers who continually assess the environment can identify
opportunities and exploit them to their advantage.

4.3 Components of Culture
Culture is reflected through the various components that it comprises, viz., values,
language, myths, customs, rituals and laws. These are briefly explained as follows:
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Values: Values are the beliefs and ideals shared by the people of a society, for
which they have great respect and regard. They could assume both positive
(do’s) and negative (don’ts) connotations, and are indicative of appropriate
thoughts, feelings and acts of behavior.



Language: Man is a social animal and needs to communicate with others.
Language is used as a means to communicate with people in a social setup. It is
the common language that binds together the people in a social structure.



Myths: Myths are legendary folktales and stories that describe events and
occurrences, and teach values to society. They are imaginary and fictitious, and
comprise characters that are gods, heroes and common men, ultimately aimed at
giving lessons to the people, with respect to the causes and effects, good and
bad, right and wrong, etc. Myths describe the values that members of a social
structure should share.



Customs: Customs are habitual practices that formulate the established way of
doing things and reflect culturally accepted patterns of behavior. They reflect
practices that have permanent continuance and are so long established that they
have the force of law; in other words, they are conventions. People in a social
system follow such practices collectively, and the habitual activity gets
transmitted from one generation to another.



Rituals: Rituals are prescribed processes and procedures for conduct of religious
or social rites. They are established rites, ceremonies and proceedings that are
symbolic in nature. Rituals are collective in nature, comprising many patterns of
behavior that are interdependent to each other.



Laws: Laws are principles, rules and regulations that are formulated/sanctioned
by an authority (ruler, government, constitution etc.), and supported/protected by
judicial authority. Their basis can actually be found in the society’s values,
customs,
and
rituals.
Laws
are
universallyapplicableacrosspeopleinasociety/country.Theyarewrittencollectiono
rules and regulations to be adhered to by the people, and non-adherence to which
would lead to legal action from the judiciary.

4.4 Measurement of Culture
Culture can be measured through use of many techniques, some of which are i)
Projective Tests; ii) Attitude measurement tests and techniques; iii) Content analysis; iv)
Consumer fieldwork; and v) Value measurement instruments. These techniques are used
to study and assess cultural patterns, changes and trends.


Projective Tests: Projective tests can be traced to the psychoanalytic
psychology, which argue that human beings have conscious and unconscious
attitudes, motivations and personalities that are hidden and unknown from
conscious awareness. The projective tests attempt to measure underlying traits,
fears, anxieties and attitudes, motivations and personalities. They help reveal
people’s orientations towards the cultural values, myths, customs, traditions and
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rituals. The participants are shown pictures, images, cartoons and characters,
inkblots and incomplete sentences/paragraphs to understand, interpret and
comprehend them. The participants are asked to give as responses all that first
comes into their minds. Gestures and body language, tone of voice and other
reactions are also noted. The assumption behind use of such tests is that one
tends to project and interpret to these ambiguous stimuli from ones’ subconsciousness. Such tests are used to study motivation and personality. The two
commonly used tests are the Rorschach Inkblot Test and the Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT).


Attitude measurement tests and techniques: Attitude measurement tests and
techniques are used to measure attitudes of people towards persons, objects, and
situations. They reflect people’s attitudes and orientations towards the cultural
values, myths, customs, traditions and rituals.



Content analysis: Content analysis focuses on the examination of verbal,
written, non- verbal and pictorial compositions/communication. The content
analysis helps reveal and explain the content of messages and the varying
interpretations. Assessment about the society, and its culture as well as
evolutionary socio-cultural changes can be gauged through the content of verbal,
written, non-verbal and pictorial compositions/communication.



Consumer fieldwork: Fieldwork may be conducted on consumers, so as to
observe their behavior, and draw generalizations about the values, myths,
beliefs, customs, traditions and rituals. Such generalizations are drawn on
observable in store shopping behavior. Verbal and non-verbal body language are
also observed and recorded. Sometimes, instead of being passive observers, the
researchers may assume active roles and interact with the consumers
(participants) as salespersons. Interviews and focus group sessions may also be
used.



Value measurement instruments: Researchers today, are increasingly making
use of value measurement instruments. These are scales that measure values by
means of a questionnaire. Participants are asked to give their opinion on varied
issues like peace, freedom and independence, comfort and convenience,
ambition and success etc. Through interpretation of their responses and the
observation of behavior, researchers can infer the dominant or underlying values
of the society. Such values would influence general and specific consumption
patterns and buying behavior. Commonly used value measurement instruments
are the Rokeach Value Survey, the List of Values (LOV), and the Values and
Lifestyles—VALS.

4.5 Meaning of Sub-Culture
While culture is defined as the “personality of a society”, (inclusive of language,
customs and traditions, norms and laws, religion, art and music, etc), it is not entirely
homogenous in nature. Not all people within a social system, share the same language,
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religion, customs and traditions. Every society is composed of smaller sub-units,
homogenous within, and heterogeneous outside, all of which when put together make a
complex society. Such sub-units or sub-groups are known as sub-cultures; people within
sub-cultures possess distinctive sets of values, beliefs, customs and traditions etc. The
members of a subculture possess such values and beliefs, as also customs and traditions
that set them apart from people belonging to other sub-cultures.
For example, while we are all Indians, and our culture is Indian (with a common
national language, Hindi, and common festivals like Diwali), North Indians are different
from South Indians. While North Indians, celebrate Lohri, as a harvest festival in
January, the South Indians celebrate Pongal as their harvest festival at the same time. In
other words, people within smaller units share the same language, religion, customs and
traditions; and, this would be different in smaller or larger magnitude to people in other
sub-units.
A single culture can be broken up into various consumer subcultures. A subculture can
be defined as a culture that is not dominant in its society. As consumers from various
sub- cultures, we are different to each other. We have varying values and beliefs,
customs and traditions, etc. These get reflected in our perspectives and orientations that
influence our purchase patterns and consumption behavior. That is why a study of subculture becomes important for a marketer.

4.6 Types of Sub-Culture
Based on the varying criteria, there can be different types of sub-cultures. The important
sub- cultural categories are nationality, geographical location, religion, race and caste,
gender and age. From a marketing perspective, these could also be discussed as market
segments, which need to be studied and assessed carefully before deciding on a
product/service offering and formulating a marketing mix for a particular segment(s).
 Nationality: Sub-cultures could be based on nationality. While we are all Asians,
we are distinct with respect to culture, and are different in terms of language,
customs and traditions etc. Thus, we are classified as Indians, Burmese, Nepalese,
Pakistani etc.
 Geographical location: Within a country, we could be different across geography,
climatic conditions, regions and terrains, and density of population. This is more so
in cases where the country is large and borders spread across a huge population
occupying a vast territory. People tend to develop regional affinity and
identification, and this gets reflected in the food they eat, clothes they wear,
interests they pursue, etc. They constitute as distinct sub-culture sand people across
such sub-cultures are different to each other. For example, we can be classified as
North Indians and South Indians. As consumers, our needs are different and would
translate into various wants, for example, i) differences in food habits, and demand
for poori-sabji, paratha, idli-vada etc.; or ii) differences in clothing, and demand for
cottons, woolens and silk.
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 Religion: People also exhibit differences when it comes to the religions that they
belong to. Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Parsis etc. are all different from one
another and have different values and beliefs, customs and traditions etc. As
consumers, they make purchase choices and purchase decisions that are influenced
by the dictates of their religious leaders, scriptures, and holy books. In fact, many
products/services are symbolically and ritualistically associated with religion. For
example, as per Islam, non-vegetarian food must be “Halal”, and this itself
comprises a huge segment that marketers across national boundaries are catering to.
 Race and caste: Culture and its components also vary across race and caste. Jats,
Jaats, Rajputs, Pathans and Yadavs are all different from one another. Such racial
sub-cultures also impact buying behavior and consumption patterns.
 Gender: Because gender roles have an impact on acts of behavior, gender
constitutes an important cultural sub-group. Males and females across all cultures
are assigned different traits and characteristics that make them masculine and
feminine. They also perform different roles in society and are two distinct subgroups. It is true that gender roles have got blurred, and both men and women are
performing such roles that they did not perform earlier. Product usage is common to
both man and woman; for example, a man shown as using a LG washing machine
or making Act II popcorn. Similarly, products like shavers and razors exclusive to
usage by men, are also being used by women (Gillette thus introduced a razor for
women). All this has brought about a big socio-economic change and led to cultural
transformation. The values espoused by the generation of today is much different to
the one espoused by the previous generation.
The pace of change has been further accelerated with households no longer being
single income households, but turned to dual-income households. The role of
women is no longer restricted to bearing children and managing the home. Women
have started working outside, and are contributing to household income. This has
impacted consumer needs and wants as also the priorities. The impact is evinced on
consumption behavior, where the ‘decider’s role is no longer confined to a single
person, i.e., the man of the family. Today buying decisions are jointly taken by
husband and wife.
 Age: Infants, kids, teenagers and adolescents, adults and the aged, may all be
looked up as distinct sub-groups. They have different values and beliefs, and all this
impacts upon their priorities in life. Daily lifestyles, activities and interests, fashion
and accessories, food and diet, etc. receive varying priorities across the various subgroups. For example, an aged person would prioritize health and go in for nutritious
home food as opposed to young man who would prioritize work and go in for fast
food. Today we see a rising trend amongst kids, adolescents and the young towards
junk food, and they constitute a lucrative segment for restaurants providing fast
food.
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4.7 Importance of Cross-Cultural Marketing
Because international marketing is closely correlated to the cultures in which a firm
wishes to sell its product, culture itself must be analyzed to understand the best way to
integrate into both existing and emerging foreign markets. There are five essential areas
within which culture must be continually studied in order to achieve success in dealing
with culture as it affects international marketing. These are:


culture impacts on marketing (international versus domestic)



cross-cultural dimensions of marketing research



cross-cultural aspects of marketing mix (products, price, promotion, and place)



cross-cultural marketing education and professional training and cross-cultural
practice in electronic marketing

Cross-cultural marketing occurs when a consumer’s culture differs from that of the
marketer’s own culture. Consumer behavior diverges across country lines with
increased wealth, globalization, and technology; it does not converge.2 This simple fact
proves the importance of culture knowledge in cross-cultural marketing endeavors. In
fact, the importance of cross-cultural study has inspired a definition separate from that
of international marketing. Cross-cultural marketing is defined as the strategic process
of marketing among consumers whose culture differs from that of the marketer’s own
culture at least in one of the fundamental cultural aspects, such as language, religion,
social norms and values, education, and the living style.

4.8 Marketing Across Cultures
While many similarities exist among businesses, there are dynamics that must be taken
into consideration in an increasingly global environment, such as multicultural
employees and varying experiences in countries outside that of the business. It is
essential to take these differences seriously and not assume that individuals have similar
values.
Host country research and cultural implications Cultural issues can be divided into two
categories, explicit and implicit. Explicit culture issues are related to characteristics that
one can see or perceive. Implicit culture issues, on the other hand, are related to
attitudes and values, symbolized in the figure below.

The Onion Metaphor of Culture (Ulijn and Fayolle, 2004
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Explicit culture exists on the outer layer and is the observable reality of the language,
food, buildings, houses, monuments, agriculture, shrines, markets, fashions and art.
These products are visible in people’s behaviors, clothes, food, music and theater.
The middle layers include norms, values, and attitudes but are not directly visible.
Norms are the mutual sense a group has of what is right and wrong that can develop on
a formal level such as written law, or on an informal level such as social control. Values
determine good from bad, and are closely related to the ideals shared by a group. A
value in one culture may differ vastly from that of another, and therefore these
differences must be studied and taken into consideration when doing business across
cultures.

4.9 Cross-Culture Training
The creation of a stable and healthy workplace made up of people of varying cultural
backgrounds is a matter of increasing importance in the global business environment.
Employers must take into consideration the impact cultural diversity can have on both
the homogeneity of the workplace and potential legal implications for improper
discrimination.
The objective of training programs is to foster the four characteristics of preparedness,
sensitivity, patience, and flexibility in managers and other personnel.1 Methods of
training may range from factual preparation involving books and lectures to experiential
training involving simulations and field experience. Some topics to be addressed in
training might be, but are not limited to:
 comfort levels of trainees with people of a different background
 impact of trainees’ behaviors on others
 understanding stereotypes
 transforming knowledge into empathy
 embracing diversity as a source of strength
 learning a new language
Businesses with diverse cultural backgrounds must maintain an environment suited for
every constituent so that the objectives of the business can be efficiently met. Installing
cultural diversity training programs can help accomplish this by defining what cultural
intelligence is, teaching employees to accept and work effectively with others from
different cultural backgrounds, and taking advantage of advice from those who have
cross-cultural experience.
Cultural values determine the way people think and behave. International marketers
must understand many subtle differences that may affect the way their marketing is
made and perceived in foreign markets. One medium in which many such differences
reside is language. Because language is a reflection of culture, some words cannot be
cross-culturally translated, which implies that it is often better to have local copywriters
write and translate marketing and advertising content to avoid cultural
misunderstandings. Because of this phenomenon, global advertising, which is a main
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component of global marketing, often relies on symbol recognition to convey meaning
in their ads, instead of words.
The approach to discussing culture, as it relates to global marketing, in most textbooks
is a three-pronged approach. First, the concept of culture is defined, second, the various
components of culture are identified, and third, vivid examples of cultural differences
are provided. The dire consequences of firms not taking these differences into account
are invariably described, as adherence to local culture is considered one of the most
important, if not the most important, components of success in international marketing.2
Ethical Considerations
Managers of businesses that conduct operations in an increasingly global environment
face a dilemma when selecting and applying ethics to decisions in cross-cultural
settings. Although ethical values may be similar across cultures in many cases, the
application of those values to certain situations may vary. Ethics can be described as the
science of human duty. It is upon the ethical standards of a person that judges whether
or not an action is right or wrong.
Before a company does business across borders, it must first decide what its motivation
is regarding ethical conduct, which will determine what kind of behavior is to be
expected from employees.

4.10 Let’s Sum Up
The study of culture is the study of all aspects of a society. It is the language,
knowledge, laws, and customs that give society its distinctive character and personality.
In the context of consumer behavior, culture is defined as the sum total of learned
beliefs, values, and customs that serve to regulate the consumer behavior of members of
a particular society. Beliefs and values are guides for consumer behavior; customs are
unusual and accepted ways of behaving. The impact of culture is so natural and
ingrained that its influence on behavior is rarely noted.
Yet, culture offers order, direction, and guidance to members of society in all phases of
human problem solving. Culture is dynamic, and gradually and continually evolves to
meet the needs of society.
Culture is learned as part of social experience. Children acquire from their environment
a set of beliefs, values, and customs that constitute culture (i.e., they are encultured).
These are acquired through formal learning, informal learning, and technical learning.
Advertising enhances formal learning by reinforcing desired modes of behavior and
expectations; it enhances informal learning by providing models for behavior.
Culture is communicated to members of the society through a common language and
through commonly shared symbols. Because the human mind has the ability to absorb
and process symbolic communication, marketers can successfully promote both tangible
and intangible products and product concepts to consumers through mass media.
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4.11self-Assessment Questions
1. What do you understand by Culture and what are its characteristics?
2. What are the various components of Culture and what are the various approaches to
measure culture?
3. Briefly explain what do you mean by Sub Culture and what are its various types?
4. What is the importance of Cross-Cultural Marketing? Explain in brief?
5. What do you understand by Cross Cultural Training?

4.12 References and Further Readings
 Loudon, D.L. and Bitta A.J. Della, Consumer Behavior, Fourth Edition, 2002, Tata
McGraw-Hill, New Delhi.
 Peter, P.J. and Olson, J.C., Consumer Behavior and Marketing Strategy, Seventh
Edition, 2005, McGraw-Hill Higher Education.
 Schiffman, L.G. and Kanuk, L.L., Consumer Behavior, Eight Edition, 2004,
Prentice Hall, India.
 Wells W.D. and Prensky, D., Consumer Behavior, 1996, John Wiley & sons, Inc.
 https://opentext.wsu.edu/mktg360/chapter/3-3-importance-of-culture-on-markets/
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Unit-5
Decision Making
Structure:
5.1 Learning objectives
5.2 Introduction
5.3 Decision Making
5.4 Consumer Decision Making
5.5 Levels of Decision Making
5.6 Buying Roles
5.7 Check your progress
5.8 Further Readings

5.1 Learning objectives
This unit aims at providing basic understanding about the meaning, levels of decision
making and buying roles.
You should be able to answer the following questions after reading this unit:


What is decision making?



What are the various levels of decision making?



What are the different buying roles of consumers?

5.2 Introduction
The success or failure of a company depends on consumers’ response to a product or
service that is why it is essential for marketers tograsp the complexities of the consumer
decision-making process. Various internal and external factors might influence
consumer decision making and only through the study of these factors can marketers
design the appropriate marketing mix in order to ensure positive consumer response to
their offerings. A consumer's key decisions are what he buys (products and services, as
well as brands), how much he buys (quantity), where he buys from (location), when he
buys (time), and how he buys (payment method).

5.3 Decision Making
A decision is described as selecting one of the few/many choices available. Decision
making is a process of making a choice among two or more alternatives.
Making a decision is:
a) a goal-oriented procedure.
b) a problem-solving technique that aids in the identification of opportunities and the
mitigation of risks.
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Decision-making can be classified into: a) programmed decision-making and
b) non-programmed decision-making.
a) Programmed decision making: This is used for situations that occur on a regular
basis. Such issues are straightforward to resolve, and there are standards for doing so.
Such choices are made quickly and without much thinking. In terms of marketing,
these are purchases made on a daily basis for convenience or shopping goods; these
are often low-involvement transactions. They may also be habitual, and brand loyalty
might develop quickly. For example, purchases for essentials, toiletries, etc.
b) Non-programmed decision making: This is used to solve problems that appear out of
nowhere and are one-of-a-kind or original. The situation is complicated because it is
abrupt and unique, and it necessitates a great deal of information collecting, decision,
and thought. These are decisions related to irregular purchases, specialty goods and
emergency goods in terms of marketing; these are high-involvement purchases. For
example, purchases of computers, real estate, etc.

5.4 Consumer Decision Making
Making decisions about purchasing product and service is referred to as consumer
decision making. It is a method of obtaining and processing information, analysing it,
and picking the best viable alternative to solve a problem or make a purchasing
decision.
The phrase "consumer decision making" comprises the following kinds of decisions:
a) What to Purchase: Products and Services (and Brands)
b) How much to buy: Quantity
c) Where to buy: location
d) When to buy: time
e) How to buy: Payment method
Every buying decision is unique. Each decision requires a different level of effort and
involvement.

5.5 Levels of Decision Making
While decision making is described as the act of choosing an option to solve an issue,
the amount of time and effort necessary to complete the process differs depending on
the type of purchase. The different kinds of problems requiring different levels of
consumer decision making are: (i) Extensive problem solving (EPS) (ii) Limited
problem solving (LPS) Routinized problem solving (RPS).
a) Extensive problem solving (EPS): In EPS, the customer is unaware of the product
or service offering, and hence this necessitates a lengthy search for and assessment of
information.
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The customer is unaware about the information on the numerous decision factors used
to assess the product or service being offered and details of the numerous brands that
are available and that may be compared.
As a result, the buyer must exert considerable effort during the buying process. He has
to learn about the decision criteria; the brands that are offered; and making a decision
between the brands.
The following are the items and/or circumstances in which we commonly use EPS:
1. High-risk commodities; that are expensive. They are rarely bought; and a significant
level of risk is involved while acquiring these products.
2. First-time purchases.
Jewellery, electronic items, real estate and property, etc. are examples.
b) Limited problem solving (LPS): In this, although the buyer is aware of the product
or service being offered, but he is unaware of the brands available. The customer is
familiar with the product category but unfamiliar with the brands in this situation.
The customer:  is familiar with some brands as well as the numerous criteria used to assess a
product or service offering.
 has no idea what new brands have been launched.
 has not assessed the brands within the awareness set or formed brand preferences
within the group of brands.
As a result, the buying process becomes repeating in nature, requiring just a minimal
amount of effort on the side of the buyer. He needs to gather information to improve or
alter what he already knows. After that, he makes a decision.
LPS is commonly found in the products having a modest level of involvement that are
often moderately priced. They are often purchased; and there is a lower level of risk.
c) Routinized problem solving (RPS): Both the choice criteria and the brands
available are known to the consumer; and he is well-informed about the product or
service being offered.
The products are low-risk and low-cost. They are purchased very regularly; and there is
no associated risk. These recurring purchases are made in the same way every time, and
the customer may be loyal to a certain brand.
As a result, the buyer does not make any effort throughout the buying process.
Purchases are carried out as a habit; the procedure is straightforward and completed
quickly.RPS is most commonly seen in low-involvement commodities that are low in
cost. For example, staples, cold beverages, stationery, etc.
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Table: Difference between EPS, LPS and RPS
Basis
Consumer
Involvement
Time needed to make
decisions
Information search

EPS
High

LPS
Medium

RPS
Low

More

Less to More

Less

ExtensiveInternal and
external sources

LimitedMostly internal
sources

Brands considered

Many

Few

Evaluation of
alternatives
Purchase

Difficult

Moderate

MinimumRestricted to
internal sources
only.
One (Repeat
purchase)
Easy

Post purchase

Type of products

Slow after a
Not so slow
reasoning process
Cognitive
Cognitive
dissonance is high. dissonance
would be rare.
Specialty goods
Mixed

Quick
No cognitive
dissonance.
Convenience

5.6 Buying Roles
Making a decision as a consumer is a complicated process. It is a symbiotic relationship
between a consumer's cognition, affect, and behaviour, on the one hand, and
environmental factors, on the other.
A significant number of cognitive processes and effects precede the actual
transaction/exchange. Initiator, Influencer, Decider, Buyer, and User are the five
"Buying Roles" that may be used to describe this. To design appropriate strategies to
target them, the marketer must first understand these roles.
a) Initiator: The individual who first recognises a need and proposes the idea of
purchasing a certain product or service.
b) Influencer: The person who influence the buyer's ultimate decision on a product.
c) Decider: The person who makes the final decision on what should be purchased,
when, where, and how.
d) Buyer: A person who participates in the physical activity of making a purchase or
enters into the final transaction and exchange procedure.
e) User: The individual who actually uses the product or service.
Examples of the different buying roles are as follows:
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Example1
A kindergarten boy needs to buy crayons to use in class.
i) Initiator: The boy
ii) Influencer: His teacher or his classmates
iii) Decider: Either of the parents
iv) Buyer: Any of the parent or a sibling
v) User: The boy himself.
Example 2
A housewife has been using her gas stove for cooking and reheating the food. She is
facing problem in reheating the food on stove every time her husband or children come
back home. She feels the need to buy a microwave oven to solve her problem so that the
husband and children can reheat the food by themselves even in her absence.
i) Initiator: The housewife
ii) Influencer: Her neighbours and friends
iii) Decider: Joint: The housewife, her husband and children.
iv) Buyer: The housewife, her husband or children
v) User: The family
Example 3
A girl gets admission in college and feels the need to buy a laptop for preparing
presentations and assignments.
i) Initiator: The girl herself
ii) Influencer: Her friends and classmates.
iii) Decider: The girl herself
iv) Buyer: The girl herself
v) User: The girl herself
The five buying roles can be completed by one person or a group of people. A single
individual can play many roles. Also, the role(s) that one adopts for a certain product
purchase or in a specific case may differ from those assumed for a different product
purchase or in a different purchase case. In terms of buyer behaviour, the most
important function is performed by buyer as he is the one who initiates the transaction
and makes the ultimate exchange. He makes the final and actual decision at the moment
of the transaction.

5.7 Check Your Progress
 Define decision making. What are the two types of decision making?
 Differentiate between the various levels of Consumer Decision Making.
 What are the various buying roles? Explain with examples.
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Unit-6
Buying Process
6.1 Learning objectives
6.2 Consumer Decision Making Process
6.3 Situational Influences
6.4 Need to understand Consumer Behavior
6.5 Check your progress
6.6 Further Readings

6.1 Learning objectives
This unit aims at providing basic understanding about the steps of consumer decisionmaking process. After reading this unit, you should be able to answer the following
questions:





What are the steps of consumer decision-making process?
What are the various information sources available to a consumer?
What are the various decision rules?
What is the need to understand consumer behaviour?

6.2 Consumer Decision Making Process
Consumer purchase behaviour or the decision-making process, is of great importance to
marketers. The consumer's decision is a selection from various options available that
address problems such as:






what to purchase?
where to purchase?
when is the best time to purchase?
how to purchase?
how much to purchase?

Environmental influences, cognitive and emotive processes, and behavioural actions all
interact in a continuous manner throughout consumer decision making. Consumers’
decisions are influenced by the knowledge about marketing mix.
Consumer Decision-Making Process: The consumer decision-making process is
divided into five stages:
1. Need/Problem recognition
2. Information search
3. Evaluation of alternatives
4. Purchase decision
5. Post-purchase evaluation
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1. Need/Problem Recognition: This is the first stage of recognising a want or need. A
need can be prompted by either an internal or external stimulus. For example, a
person who feels hungry wants to have a burger, making this a case of internal
stimulus. Alternatively, a person watches a television advertisement for burgers and
he feels the same want to have a burger, which is said to have been triggered by
external stimulus. This process of recognition might be Simple or Complex.
a) Simple: Simple problem recognition is related to Structured Problems which
occur regularly and may be handled automatically without much effort.
b) Complex: A Complex problem recognition is related to Unstructured Problems
which arise seldomly as distinct and non-routine problems that need a significant
amount of effort It is possible to recognise a need or an issue when:
a) the Actual State changes (AS type):
 the product is malfunctioning, or the consumer is running out;
 there is a problem with the product.
 AS Type customers are those who react in such scenarios.
Example: A product breaks down and the consumer need a replacement; for example, a
television stops working.
b) the Desired State changing (DS type):
 There is an imbalance between the existing state and the desired state
 another product appears to be better and superior to the one now in use
 DS Type customers are those who react in such scenarios.
Example: The product is in good working order, but the customer wishes to upgrade to a
newer model. The television, for example, is in good working order; However, the
buyer want to get a new one with additional features like better display, internet
connectivity etc.
The product or service to be purchased, as well as the context, determine which of the
several types is appropriate. An individual's personality also has an impact on whether
an issue is an AS or DS Type. Some customers are AS Types, who notice an issue after
it has occurred and make a purchase; they are reactive by nature; for example, the
customer reacts after the television stops working. Other customers are the DS Types,
who want to upgrade to better/newer items and are proactive; for example, they wish to
buy a better television model.
In any of the following scenarios, a need can be identified:
• When an existing product is underperforming.
• When the existing product is about to run out.
• When another brand appears to be superior than the existing brand being used.
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2. Information search: Following the identification of a need, the customer conducts
an information search in order to make the best purchasing decision possible. He
obtains information on the following:
(i) the type of products and its variants
(ii) different alternatives
(iii) different brands
The information needed by a customer is determined by the following factors:
i) Demographics (age, gender, education), and psychographics of the customer
(learning, attitudes, involvement, personality type)
ii) product category: distinctive and viable alternative brands. The product's risk, price,
social visibility, and acceptability are all factors to consider.
iii) situation: limited time, first-time purchase, information accessibility
Types of Search Activity:
The different kinds of search activities may be Specific, ongoing and incidental
information search activities.
1. Specific: This sort of search activity is focused on a specific problem or
upcoming purchase; it is triggered by a need, and the customer actively seeks
information. Example: A student begins college and has to purchase a laptop in
order to complete his coursework.
2. Ongoing: In this case, the search is a progressive process that might take a long
period. For example, the same student has been considering getting a laptop for
the past five years, and during that time, he has been accumulating information
on the laptop as a product category as well as the many brands accessible in the
market.
3. Incidental: This comes about as a result of another search activity or encounter.
Consumers pick up information from their daily actions and experiences. For
example, the student visits a mall to assist his mother in purchasing a microwave
oven; while at the store, he observes a demonstration of a new laptop that is
about to be released.
Information Sources:
The information sources are of two types:
i) Internal sources: This includes the consumer recollecting information that is stored
in his memory (comprises not only the information gathered and stored, but also his
experiences, direct and indirect). Internal sources appear to be enough when:
 it is a routine purchase
 the product is of low involvement
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ii) External sources: The customer is looking for information from the outside
environment. The following are some external sources of information:
 Interpersonal communication (family, friends, colleagues, opinion leaders etc.)
 Marketing communication or commercial information (advertisements,
salespeople, company websites, magazines etc.)
 Other publicly available sources (editorials, trade magazines, reports, consumer
awareness programmes on TV, Internet etc.)
External sources are required when:
 prior experience and expertise are lacking.
 the product is high involvement and the risk is high.
3. Evaluation of alternatives: After gathering information and identifying alternatives,
the customer assesses the many options available based on a set of criteria. This
entails: i) generating alternative choices; ii) identifying evaluation criteria, such as
attributes and benefits; and iii) applying decision rules.
(i) Generation of choice alternatives: A consumer travels from an evoked set to the
choice set while generating alternatives.
 Evoked/Consideration set: This is the set of alternatives he actively evaluates
while making a choice; they can be either in his memory or displayed in the
surroundings. They are acceptable in the eyes of the customer.
 Inept set: These are the options from the evoked set that the customer eliminates
from further examination because they are inferior and unsatisfactory to him.
 Inert set: These are the options from the evoked set that the consumer dismisses
without further thought because he is uninterested in them and sees them as
having little advantages or benefits.
 Choice set: This is the last group of one or two brands from which he chooses.
(ii) Identifying Evaluative Criteria-Attributes and Benefits: These are brand-related
objective and subjective factors that the customer considers relevant and uses as a
criterion for comparing alternatives. The customer weighs the various options based
on one, a few, or all of these characteristics before making a final decision. They
are characteristics that a customer evaluates when deciding between options; they
can
be
functional/utilitarian
(benefits,
attributes,
features)
or
subjective/emotional/hedonic in nature (emotions, prestige etc.). The following are
the primary evaluating criteria:
1. Economic: Price, Value (Product Attributes, Brand image, Evaluation of
Quality, Price, & Features).
2. Behavioural: Need/motivation, Personality, self-concept and self-image,
Lifestyle etc.
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3. Social influences: Group influences, environmental issues etc.
(iii) Application of Decision Rules to make a final choice amongst alternatives: To
make a final decision among options, use Decision Rules: Certain decision rules are
used by the consumer. The choice rules assist consumers in making more informed
decisions; the many evaluating criteria are organised and integrated to make the
assessment process easier. Compensatory rules and non-compensatory rules are the
two types of Decision Rules.
1. Compensatory rules: The numerous evaluation criteria are considered as
characteristics under compensatory rules. For the many alternative brands, these
characteristics are assessed and graded. A lower rating on one characteristic may
be compensated for by a higher rating on another. The brands are ranked based
on their final scores, with the highest score being considered the best. The
consumer would then choose the brand that received the greatest score out of all
of the options considered. Simple and weighted compensatory rules are two
types of compensatory rules.
- Simple summated: Each brand's characteristics are scored, and the scores are
added together.
- Weighted: The characteristics are first assigned relative weights depending
on their level of relevance, then graded, and lastly ranked. After multiplying
the weights, the score is calculated. The cumulative weighted scores are then
added together.
Example: When the consumer weighs the positive and negative reviews, he selects the
smart phone that he considers to be the best.
2. Non-Compensatory rules: In this case, a negative rating of any one
characteristic disqualifies the brand. A lower rating on one characteristic cannot
be compensated for by a higher rating on another. The consumer would then
choose the brand that received the greatest score out of all of the options
considered. Non-compensatory rules might be conjunctive, disjunctive, or
lexicographic in nature.
Conjunctive rule: For each characteristic, a minimally acceptable cut off point is
created. The brands are assessed, and those that fall below the least acceptable threshold
on any of the qualities is eliminated/rejected.
Example: The consumer selects the smart phone with the fewest flaws.
Disjunctive rule: For each characteristic, a minimally acceptable cut-off point is
specified. The brands are assessed, and the one that scores higher above the cut-off
mark on any of the characteristics is chosen.
Example: The customer selects a smart phone with at least one positive feature.
Lexicographic rule: The various characteristics are rated according to their perceived
relevance. First, the brands are assessed based on the most crucial characteristic. If a
brand scores significantly higher than the competition on this criterion, it gets chosen. If
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the scores are close, the process can be repeated, this time using the characteristic that is
next in significance.
Example: The customer selects the smartphone with the greatest performance on the
most significant aspects.
4. Purchase decision: After weighing the many options, the customer chooses a certain
brand. Trials/first purchases or repeat purchases are types of consumer purchases.
Trials/First purchase: Market testing or promotional strategies like as free samples,
discounts,
and
so
on
might
be
used
to
induce
trials.
Repeat purchases: If a customer is happy with a product, he will buy it again. Brand
loyalty develops as a result of repeated purchases.
In addition, the consumer may have to make decisions about:
a) where to buy from? (Place: physical/brick-and-mortar or virtual/online);
b) from whom to purchase? (Which store to go to depends on the seller's reputation,
previous experience, and other factors.)
c) When to buy? (Emergency or routine; season, off season, sale, rebate, and so forth.)
It's worth noting that a buying intention (a desire to acquire the most desired brand) may
not necessarily translate into a purchasing choice in favour of the brand due to other
people's attitudes and unexpected environmental factors.
5. post-purchase evaluation: There are two phases to the post-purchase evaluation:
Stage I is Post-purchase Cognitive Dissonance, and Stage II is Product Usage and
Reaction.
Stage I: Post purchase Cognitive Dissonance: This is a term that refers to a state of
mind such as stress and anxiety sensation that a customer feels after purchasing a
product. The buyer begins to have doubts about the product's performance and begins to
question his purchasing choice, "was the decision was the right one?" He ponders about
the following:
a) Did I make the correct decision?
b) Did I buy the correct brand?
c) Did I get good value for my money?
In most circumstances, cognitive dissonance occurs when:
(i) the buying and decision-making process involves a high-involvement product;
(ii) the buying transaction is final;
(iii) the customer is unable to return the item;
(iv) the various choices all have preferred characteristics and are similar;
(v) the alternatives are likewise one-of-a-kind in some sense.
Consumers attempt to alleviate the dissonance by:
(i) getting a better understanding of the product;
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(ii) talking to other happy customers who have purchased the same product/brand;
(iii) returning to the dealer and requesting guarantees.
Consumers also use the following ways to alleviate cognitive dissonance:
-

reasoning that the decision they've chosen is the best one.

- refer to data (printed/audio/visual) that supports and encourages the product/brand in
question.
- Induce others to purchase the same product/brand in order to reassure their decision.
Marketers often use techniques like guarantees and warranties, membership in company
consumer forums, and contact and follow-up with consumers to minimize this
dissonance.
Stage II: Product use and response: Once purchased, the customer utilises the product
and re-assesses the chosen alternative by comparing its performance to the expectations.
This phase is crucial because it (i) serves as an experience that is remembered; (ii)
influences future purchasing decisions; and (iii) serves as feedback. The result might be
any of the following situations:
- Performance fulfils expectations: This results in a neutral feeling; the customer may
consider other options in the future.
- Performance surpasses expectations: The consumer is pleased, which results in a
good attitude. He would be more likely to make repeat purchases, resulting in brand
loyalty. In addition, he would propagate positive word of mouth.
- Performance falls short of expectations: In this case, the consumer is unsatisfied,
resulting in a negative attitude. The consumer would look for other options, voice his
or her dissatisfaction, spread unfavourable word of mouth, and maybe take legal
action.
It is necessary to keep in mind that the five-stage decision-making process isn't simple;
it's complicated. On the one hand, the decision-making process involves an interplay of
reactions between a consumer's cognition, affect, and behaviour, and on the other side,
external influences. Furthermore, the procedure may not always follow a linear order,
and decision-making may not always proceed through all five stages; it may vary
depending on (i) the nature of the product (high or low involvement); (ii) the purchase
situation (emergency, planned, or routine); (iii) the consumer's personal characteristics;
and (iv) the type of problem solving (EPS, LPS and RPS).

6.3 Situational Influences
Other than the demographic and social factors, there are some situational aspects that
also affect consumer behaviour, such as the layout and appearance of a retail space. It is
a win-win situation for both retailers and customers when they create comfortable, open,
and enjoyable retail environments that assist customers to fulfil their buying goals.
Although the price-conscious shopper may be less bothered with the cleanliness of a
changing room or the beautiful arrangement of merchandise in the store, but still
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businesses need to do everything they can to provide best services to their customers.
Customers are impacted by the physical environment around them while they are
participating in the buying experience. Customers engage with both tangible and
intangible elements of a shopping environment during their buying experiences.
Following are some of the situational influences that impact consumer behaviour:
(i) Atmospherics: "Atmospherics" refers to the collection of controllable attributes of
environmental stimuli. Various atmospheric variables such as music, lighting, colour,
and crowding contribute to shopping outcomes such as approach/avoidance, affective
response, merchandise/retailer evaluations, shopping satisfaction, and intention to
purchase in retail settings. Customers' emotional states can be influenced by
carefully regulated and created consumption spaces, increasing their chance of
making purchases. Turley and Milliman (2000) composed a table that divides the
atmospheric factors into five categories: external variables; general interior variables;
layout and design variables; point of purchase (POP) and decoration variables; and,
human variables.
External variables are the ones that are largely decided when a shop site is chosen
and are the most difficult to modify once the business opens. External signage,
entrances, colour of building and exterior display windows, for example, are all
crucial aspects that may give customers a pleasant first impression and persuade
them to visit the store. These factors are crucial to a retailer's brand image and should
be consistent with the company's overall business plan.
A store can change general interior variables, but they are unlikely to be modified on
a regular basis unless a renovation project is underway. Market competition
determines how long a makeover lasts, however many retailers have plans that
require a minor modification every five years and a full remodel every ten years.
Music, fragrances, temperature, and cleanliness are all general interior attributes that
should be properly maintained and evaluated on a regular basis.
Businesses have total control over layout and design variables, as well as point-ofpurchase (POP) and decorating variables, which have a direct effect on the buying
experiences of customers. Examples of layout and design variables include
placement of merchandise, waiting areas, racks & cases, furniture. POP &
Decoration Variables comprise of point of purchase displays, wall decorations,
artwork, product displays etc. Lastly, there are human variables like employee
characteristics, employee uniforms that are also considered in retailers’ operation
strategies.
(ii) Crowding: Next situational aspect is crowding. Sometimes consumers leave a store
empty handed because of the store being overcrowded. It is generally believed that
customers have a better opinion of businesses that try to avoid overcrowding in their
stores. On the other hand, a completely empty store can also negatively influence the
consumers’ perception of the store.
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(iii) Location: Consumers get access to retailers' goods and services through retail
storefronts. The ultimate success of a retail business is determined by its location.
Good sites provide easy access, attract a big number of consumers, and improve
retail establishments' potential sales. While many aspects of retail and service
strategy are dynamic and change often, location choices are typically long-term and
binding.
(iv) Layout: A retail store's design and layout should be done with care and regard for
the customer. Large aisles and easily accessible merchandise, for example, make
shopping more convenient while also benefiting the retailer's sales. Retail stores go
to great lengths to design and support a comfortable and intuitive shopping
experience for their customers: a basket or bag located in the entry space so
customers can easily collect products; wide aisles for multi-directional traffic,
wheelchairs and baby strollers; clean and tidy change rooms for customers to feel
comfortable.
(v) Time: What people buy is also influenced by the time of day, the season, and how
much time they believe they have to shop. Generally, when people are hungry or
have money, they are more likely to buy more than they would otherwise.
Companies all across the globe are aware of people's time constraints and are
working to accommodate them. For patients who are in a rush or who find it
difficult to get out of their automobiles, several clinics provide drive-through
vaccinations. Nowadays people can book tickets online without having to wait in
queues for hours and they receive their electronic ticket on their mobile phones
which they can scan at the entry point of the events saving the time on consumers’
end.
(vi) Mood: People's moods have an impact on their buying habits. Although, some
individuals might like shopping as they find it enjoyable, there are also other people
who only would shop when they urgently have to. Then, there are compulsive
spenders, who receive a momentary happiness from shopping.

6.4 Need to Understand Consumer Behavior
Understanding how consumers make decisions may aid marketers in developing
effective marketing strategies. They can also adjust their marketing mix as a result. The
following are some of the outcomes of knowing consumer behaviour dynamics:
1. Need/Problem recognition:
-

A marketer might create an imbalance between the actual and desired state, which
will cause the buying process to be triggered.

-

He can introduce new models with the help of marketing communication.

- He can concentrate on the product's functional (utilitarian) as well as emotional
(hedonic) effects.
- He can communicate a need (advertisements, sales promotion, point-of-purchase
stimuli, opinion leaders and reference groups).
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2. Information search:
- At this phase, marketing communication is critical.
- A marketer can find the information sources that consumers often utilise and use
them to deliver information about his product and service offering.
- The marketer can also determine if the usefulness is functional or hedonic and tailor
appeals appropriately.
- This would aid in the creation of the appropriate cognitive and emotional contact
points in order to trigger positive action (purchase).
- The marketer must be able to give the appropriate information at the appropriate time
and location.
- The marketer must ensure that his product or service is included in the
evoked/consideration set.
a) For items with a high level of participation, the marketer should make sure that
information is readily available.
b) For low-involvement items, he should employ emotional appeals, POP stimuli, and
other similar techniques.
3. Evaluation of alternatives:
-

The marketer must ensure that his product meets the following criteria:
i) well-positioned and promoted;
ii) is easily accessible and well-presented;
iii) the product is highly included in the evoked/considered set;
iv) He emphasises the features and benefits that customer consider to be the most
significant, and those they are most likely to consider when making a decision.

- The marketer should educate and enlighten the consumer about the many factors to
consider while evaluating alternatives.
- While doing so, an astute marketer should concentrate on the features of his product
that make it better and/or superior.
4. Purchase decision:
- The marketer should supply the product at the correct place at the right time so that
the customer who has made a choice in favour of the brand may get it; otherwise, the
consumer may have to alter his mind at the last minute.
- When it comes to trials and first-time purchases, the marketer should promote them
through market testing or promotional strategies like free samples, discounts, and so
on.
- For repeat purchases:
i) The marketer must ensure that the consumer is satisfied the first time.
ii) that his product is included in the evoked/consideration collection.
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-

He should strive to increase brand loyalty.

5. post-purchase evaluation:
- The marketer can help to alleviate the consumer's dissatisfaction by reassuring him
that his decision was correct.
i) The marketer can inform the buyer about the product's many attributes/features and
advantages, as well as how they compare to other options.
ii) He may follow up with the consumer and handle any problems or questions they may
have (follow up calls).
iii) Marketers' claims about warranties, guarantees, and exchange can also help to
alleviate cognitive dissonance.
iv) Websites providing FAQs (frequently asked questions), comments and blogs from
pleased customers, and customer service information (e.g., toll free numbers) can
also be beneficial.

6.5 Check Your Progress
 Describe the various steps of consumer decision-making process.
 Write a note on the Internal and External sources of Information available to a
consumer.
 Differentiate between the various Decision rules.
 Define cognitive dissonance. What are the steps a marketer can take to reduce
cognitive dissonance?
 What are the different situational factors that affect consumer behavior?

6.6 Further Readings
1. Loudon, D.L. and Bitta A.J. Della, Consumer Behavior, Fourth Edition, 2002, Tata
McGraw-Hill, New Delhi.
2. Kotler P., and Keller K.L., Marketing Management, Thirteenth edition, 2009,
Pearson.
3. Peter, P.J. and Olson, J.C., Consumer Behavior and Marketing Strategy, Seventh
Edition, 2005, McGraw-Hill Higher Education.
4. Schiffman, L.G. and Kanuk, L.L., Consumer Behavior, Eight Edition, 2004,
Prentice Hall, India.
5. Wells W.D. and Prensky, D., Consumer Behavior, 1996, John Wiley & sons, Inc.
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Diffusion of Innovation
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7.8 Models of the Adoption Process
7.9 Check your progress
7.10 Further Readings

7.1 Learning objectives
This unit aims at providing basic understanding about the meaning, elements of
diffusion process and adoption process.
You should be able to answer the following questions after reading this unit:
 What is diffusion of innovation?
 What are the elements of diffusion?
 What are the product characteristics influencing diffusion and barriers to
diffusion?
 What is adoption?

7.2 Introduction
In today’s competitive environment, a large number of companies compete for gaining a
share of the market, making the launch of new product and service offerings essential
for continued existence. As a result, marketers are constantly working to introduce new
product and service offerings that will help meet the changing needs and wants of the
consumer segment (s). The new products may be somewhat different from current
alternatives, significantly different from existing alternatives, or completely unique.
They all fall under the umbrella of "innovation," with the product and services being
referred to as "innovative products and services."
Some
popular
definitions
of
innovation
are
given
below:
“Innovation is the multi-stage process whereby organizations transform ideas into
new/improved products, service or processes, in order to advance, compete and
differentiate themselves successfully in their marketplace.” -Baregheh, Rowley, &
Sambrook
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“Innovation represents the core renewal process in any organization. Unless it changes
what, it offers the world (product/service innovation) and the ways in which it creates
and delivers those offerings (process innovation) it risks its survival and growth
prospects.” -Bessant, Lamming, Noke, & Phillips
“Innovation is the process of making changes, large and small, radical and incremental,
to products, processes, and services that results in the introduction of something new for
the organization that adds value to customers and contributes to the knowledge store of
the organization.” -O’Sullivan & Dooley

7.3 Diffusion of Innovation
When launching new products and services, a marketer must consider two factors: 1) if
the modified/new product and service offering will be accepted by the segment(s), and
2) how fast will the product and service offering be accepted by the segment(s) (s).
These two falls under the umbrella of "Diffusion of Innovation." "Diffusion" is a macro
process that deals with the spread of a new product or service offering within a
prospective market; it has to do with the segment's acceptance or rejection of an
innovation. On the other hand, "adoption" is a micro concept that emphasises the many
phases or stages that a customer goes through while adopting or rejecting a new product
or service offering.
Diffusion of innovation is the process through which an invention's acceptance spreads
to additional customers over time through communication. The study of diffusion of
innovation describes how new ideas, practices, goods, and services spread via
interpersonal contact within and across communities and the social system.
Schiffman has defined “diffusion”, as “the process by which the acceptance of an
innovation (a new product, new service, new idea, or new practice) is spread by
communication (mass media, salespeople, or informal conversations) to members of a
social system (a target market) over a period of time”.
A consumer is likely to be interested in a novel concept, product, or service. However,
the organisation that is experimenting with an innovation is likely to be anxious about
how quickly the innovation will spread. Even when a new concept or product is released
only after extensive study, there is always a risk factor involved. Answers to specific
questions are sought via research.


Does the invention meet the needs of the intended audience?



Has the target customer grasped how the innovation relates to their
requirements?



Is the new product on the market and being extensively demonstrated?



Has the company identified the opinion leaders? If so, is the company
attempting to turn opinion leaders into loyal customers?



Is the firm offering appropriate incentives to sceptics in order to convert them to
adopters?
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Customers can be educated about new innovations by articulating the benefits that the
new technologies will give. As a result, identifying the 'value added benefits' that might
be connected with the product and communicating them to the consumer is a challenge
for the marketer.

7.4 Elements of the Diffusion Process
1. Innovation: It refers to the novelty of the product or service being offered.
2. Communication channels: This comprises of
(i) marketing communication between the marketer and the prospective market, or
target segment; it can be personal (salesperson and customer) or impersonal (print
or audio-visual media).
(ii) Interpersonal communication between customers or members of the target
segment(s); by word-of-mouth or through an opinion leader.
3. Social system: This is the market segment or target market. It is the social
environment in which the diffusion takes place. The utility of the product or service
in issue, as well as its very existence, determines the definition and extent of the
social system. It represents the target market for whom the product and service are
developed, as well as the segment to whom it will be distributed. For example, the
social system for a new herbal anti-wrinkle treatment mask would be limited to
women in their late 40s.
4. Time: Time is an essential aspect in the spread of innovation since it affects the rate
of adoption and subsequent assimilation of the new offering. The two important time
aspects are the amount of purchase time and the rate of adoption. The average time it
takes for a customer to adopt a new product or service offering is referred to as the
amount of purchase time; it encompasses the time spent from initial awareness to
ultimate acceptance or rejection of the new product or service. The time it takes for a
new product or service to be adopted by the target market is referred to as the rate of
adoption. It is a measurement of how long it takes for members of the target market
to accept a new product or service offering.
Rogers has proposed a categorization of adopters, in which customers are categorised
into five groups based on their rate of adoption. Innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority, and laggards are the five types of adopters. The following is a
list of the five categories:
1. Innovators: They are the customers who are the first to buy a new product or
service. They buy the new product and service offering not because they have a
need for it, but because they want new ideas and concepts and want to try new
products and services. They have a lot of self-assurance and are usually keen to
explore new products and services. They have access to knowledge about new
products and are fast to buy; one, because they are interested in buying the
"new," and two, because they have the purchasing power and access.
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2. Early adopters: These are the customers that buy a new product or service
because they have a need for it, rather than because they are enamoured with the
"new." They usually have a rough idea of the product/service category, and after
acquiring further knowledge about the product and/or brand, they acquire it.
Early adopters rely on social conventions and can be good opinion leaders,
making them attractive targets for marketers.
3. Early majority: The early majority is similar to the early adopter in that they
acquire the product/service offering because they have a need and want to meet
it; however, they are not as rapid as the early adopters and take longer to
complete the transaction. This is because, unlike the first two categories, the
product/service category does not pique the early majority's attention. As a
result, customers in this category must gather information, assess it, consider it
carefully, and then make a decision; as a result, the process takes longer.
4. Late majority: They are referred to be "late" because members of their social
class, reference group, and peer group have already purchased; and social
influence is strong; and they have analysed the new product or service and are
ready to acquire it. They have a need, and the "late majority" fulfils it after
extensive consideration and discussion, as well as societal influence and
pressure. They are sceptics by nature and succumb to peer pressure.
5. Laggards: The laggards are those who are the slowest to accept a new product
or service offering. They are hesitant to purchase the innovative offering because
they are unfamiliar with the product and service; they lack information; they are
unaffected by social pressure and have weak social ties; and they believe in
making routine purchases and prefer to buy the "familiar" over the "unfamiliar."
Apart from adopters, there is also a group of individuals who do not seek out a certain
product called non-adopters. Non-adopters are a group of people who never adopt a new
product or service and make up a very tiny percentage of the population. The unaware
group, symbolic rejectors, symbolic adopters, trial adopters and trial rejectors are the
five groups of non-adopters.
i. Unaware group: those who are unaware about the new product or service
offering.
ii. Symbolic rejectors: those who are aware of the product but feel that it is not
meant for them because it does not meet a need or does not conform to socioeconomic cultural norms.
iii. Symbolic adopters: those are aware of the innovative offering, and believe that
the product or service may be of relevance for them, but they are yet to try the
innovative offering.
iv. Trial adopters: those have tried the innovative offering, but have not yet made
a purchase; if they have made a trial purchase, they have yet not made a
repurchase to confirm liking or habit formation.
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v. Trial rejectors: those who have tried the new product or service, but have not
found it suitable; they have no intention in further purchase or repurchase.

7.5 Product Characteristics Influencing Diffusion
There are certain characteristics that affect the diffusion process and can influence
consumer acceptance of new products and services; these are relative advantage,
compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability.
a) Relative advantage: The relative benefit of the new product/service offering over
current products/services increases the target market's adoption rate. The relative
advantage is determined by how buyers view a new product/service in comparison to
similar current items. A product/service that offers a competitive edge over current
products is considered superior to existing alternatives, and hence has a greater
worth. The relative advantage could be because it is a modified product (with better
features, attributes, benefits, form, etc.), or because it is cheaper (better deals,
discounts, terms of payment, warranty and exchange), or because it is more
accessible in terms of availability (physical store format, or virtual electronic
format), or because it has better communication.
While product-based advantages are more appealing, other marketing mix elements
such as pricing, location, and promotion can also offer a basis for relative advantage.
Flash drives against compact discs, laptops versus desktops, and digital libraries
versus traditional libraries are all examples of technologies that give a relative
advantage.
b) Compatibility: The consumers’ acceptance of a new product or service is also
influenced by its compatibility with their current backgrounds, behaviour, and
lifestyle habits. Compatibility refers to how well a product or service fits with a
person's demands, value systems and standards, lifestyles, culture, and so on. If a
product does not require customers to modify their beliefs, conventions, lifestyles,
cultures, or day-to-day activities, it will spread more swiftly.
Fast food like pizzas, burgers, noodles, and other items took a long time to spread in
India, as it differed sharply with the dal roti meal idea. With the younger generation's
propensity for packaged meals and fast food, acceptance accelerated in the 1990s and
much more so in the 2000s. Another example is that using coconut oil as a cooking
medium would be incompatible for individuals living in North India. Even if
marketed as a "healthy and natural cooking medium," it will struggle to gain traction
in North India and may even fail. South India, which is more culturally compatible,
would readily accept it.
c) Complexity: The extent of complexity in the acquisition and use of a product has an
impact on the diffusion process. When a new item is simple to comprehend, acquire,
and utilize, it will spread quickly. The easier a product is to comprehend and use, the
more likely it is to be readily adopted, and vice versa. When it comes to complexity,
technological complexity is a roadblock to diffusion. People are hesitant to accept
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new items because they are concerned about the cost and difficulty of purchasing and
using them.
Consider the electrical products business, such as microwave ovens or vacuum
cleaners. The marketer displays simplicity of use in their communication to
encourage speedier adoption; prospects are given demos and trials; and, if purchased,
preparations are made for installation at home. Another example is the mobile phone
business, which, in response to the problem of complexity, has created simpler
versions for consumers who only want to use their phone to make and receive phone
calls and text messages.
d) Trialability: The rate of acceptance is also determined by the simplicity with which
the product or service may be evaluated and tried. The pace of diffusion would be
faster if the degree of trialability was higher. This is because prospects are given the
chance to sample the product/service, evaluate it, and decide whether or not to accept
it. Free samples, smaller packets and smaller-than-average sizes and even demos and
test runs can all help to increase trialability (for consumer durables). Consumers
might test out the unique service, assess it, and then accept or reject it as a purchase
commitment. Guarantee and warranty offer can stimulate trials that lead to
purchases. Such trials make it easier for a product or service to spread.
e) Observability: The ease with which the product may be viewed is referred to as
observability. The degree to which a product/service's advantages can be viewed,
imagined, and felt by a potential user is referred to as observability in an innovative
product. The greater the degree of observability, the more likely the unique solution
will be accepted by potential customers. New product offers whose advantages can
be seen right away (within a short period of time) are more easily distributed than
those that are intangible, have no social visibility, or whose benefits build over time.

7.6 Resistance to Innovation
There are also some elements that have a detrimental impact on innovation diffusion
and, as a result, adoption. These are the barriers to the diffusion process and subsequent
adoption:
a) Usage: Usages a barrier to diffusion and adoption is defined as when the social
system (the target market) finds it incompatible with existing usage and consuming
habits, making it difficult to accept and utilise; in other words, they find it
incompatible with their current behaviours. The barrier is more psychological, based
on deeply ingrained values, beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions, which lead to nonacceptance and non-use behaviour. People, for example, are generally hesitant to
engage in online monetary transactions due to concerns about privacy and fraud. The
marketer's rational and factual communication may not be enough to overcome such
a hurdle; he would need to engage reputable spokespersons, celebrities, and experts
to persuade people to modify their current lifestyle patterns and behaviour, and
accept the innovation.
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b) Value: Consumers may also be hesitant to adopt an innovation because they believe
the perceived value is poor; consumers may believe the new product/service offering
is "nothing new" or "better in value" than previous offers. The apparent lack of value
might be due to the following factors: i) the product/service does not provide
significant benefits over current alternatives; ii) the product/service is expensive and
does not appear to be worth the cost. The impression of "high price" by consumers
always trumps the perception of product value or benefit; in reality, values are
always measured in terms of price.
c) Risk: Risk also functions as a deterrent to diffusion. Consumers are hesitant to adopt
an innovative product or service because they are afraid of taking risks. Functional
risk (regarding performance of the product), physical risk (regarding usage or
consumption of the product), social risk (regarding social embarrassment), financial
risk (regarding worth of product as per cost), psychological risk (would the
innovation hurt consumers' ego), and time risk (would it lead to wastage of time
spent while making the purchase) are six types of risks that a consumer may face.
Consumers are afraid of purchasing, using, and consuming novel services, and hence
continue to favour established alternatives rather than adopting new ones, creating a
significant barrier to diffusion and adoption. Marketers might utilise both marketing
communication (through audio-visual or print media, or business salespeople) as well
as interpersonal communication to solve this challenge (opinion leadership, word-ofmouth communication).
d) Psychological factors: Psychological factors can also make it difficult for a
customer to accept a new product or service. These are related to a person's history,
attitude and beliefs, perception, values, lifestyles, and culture, among other things.
The two most typical risks are i) tradition barrier and ii) image barrier. The tradition
barrier refers to the consumer segment's acceptance of socio-culturally recognised
norms of behaviour as "just and proper." The use and acceptance of innovative
products and services are considered as psychologically dangerous since they are
new and do not support old habits. The consumer's attitude and sentiments about the
product/service offering, the brand, the dealer, or even the place of origin is referred
to as the image barrier. If consumers are patriotic and ethnocentric, or if they do not
consider the innovation or the marketer/dealer to be of their "class" in terms of socioeconomic position or quality, they may oppose acceptance of new products/services.

7.7 Adoption Process
Adoption is the second phase in the diffusion of innovation. Adoption is a micro
concept that focuses on the many stages or phases that a customer goes through while
adopting or rejecting a new product or service. Adoption research is vital for marketers
because it helps them understand the numerous stages that a customer goes through,
from early awareness to final acceptance or rejection. It's possible that the new product
has been on the market for a long time but the customer is ignorant of it, or that it has
been on the market for a long time but is perceived as "new" since the consumer is
hearing about it for the first time. Schiffman defines adoption as “the stages through
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which an individual consumer passes while arriving at a decision to try or not to try or
to continue using or to discontinue using a new product”.
The Hierarchy of Effects Model, Robertson's Model, and Roger's Model are three
models presented by consumer researchers to describe the phases in the adoption
process. From first awareness to ultimate adoption, the models illustrate the steps that a
prospect goes through to become a customer. The customer goes through five phases of
adoption in general: awareness, interest, assessment, trial, and adoption (or rejection).
This broad model of adoption is based on the concept that when a new product or
service is presented, prospects do an information search that can range from minimal to
comprehensive; of course, for certain items, this search is quite limited (routine
purchases). The following are the five stages:
i) Awareness: The first step of the adoption process when the customer is learns about
the new product/service offering. The goal of the marketers is to raise knowledge
about the innovation, its features and advantages, as well as the brand. In most cases,
the customer is a passive observer who only receives information. He becomes aware
of the new product, but he lacks appropriate understanding about it.
ii) Interest: The customer begins to acquire an interest in the novel offering at this
point, and hence makes an attempt to learn more about it. The consumer becomes
more active in his search for information, attempting to expand on the knowledge
gained during the awareness stage. He looks for information about the new
product/service and attempts to figure out how it may help him.
iii) Evaluation: The customer, having gained knowledge about the innovation, now
begins to assess; he determines whether further information search is required with
respect to the innovation as well as the brand; and whether he is satisfied with the
product/service information that he has.
In comparison to current alternatives, the customer examines the innovative offering
in terms of traits, features, and overall advantages; he assesses the "value" of the
product/service offering and the brand. If he believes the offering has worth, he
proceeds to the trial stage; otherwise, the process is terminated and the innovation is
rejected.
iv) Trial: The customer goes and tests out the novel item, but no further purchase
(repurchase) commitment has been made. The product/service is tested on a small
scale and for a limited amount of time to establish its worth or use.
v) Adoption (Rejection): The customer would determine whether or not to
use/reuse/patronize the offering based on the previous stage and the subsequent
experience. The novel offering would be accepted if the experience was positive and
the evaluation was positive; otherwise, it would be rejected.
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7.8 Models of the Adoption Process
1. Hierarchy of Effects Model –
 Awareness: The consumer's initial awareness of the new product/service offering
is the focus of this stage.
 Knowledge: The consumer learns about the product/service, including its
characteristics, features, advantages, and pricing.
 Liking: He gets feelings of like or dislike for the innovation.
 Preference: The like/dislike sensation is translated into a desire to buy or not buy
the new product/service.
 Conviction: Conviction occurs when a customer has trust in a product or service
and decides to purchase it with certainty.
 Adoption: he ultimately buys the offering and puts it to use.
2. Robertson’s Model –
 Problem recognition: the customer recognizes that he or she has an unfulfilled
need.
 Awareness: He becomes aware of the product/service being offered.
 Comprehension: He acquires information on the various product/service offers
as well as the brands; he comprehends this knowledge and develops an
understanding of the product/service offering as well as the numerous brands.
 Attitude: The customer develops a feeling of liking/favorability or
dislike/unfavourability towards the product/service offering and the various
brands depending on his knowledge.
 Legitimization: facts and reasoning, as well as social influence, reinforce the
liking/favorability or dislike/unfavourability of the product/service offering and
the numerous brands.
 Trial: the customer goes out and tries out the product, but there is no
commitment to buy it.
 Adoption: After evaluating his experience with the product/service through trial,
he decides to buy the offering.
 Dissonance: The consumer is unsure whether he made the best option when it
comes to purchasing and using the product/service.
3. Roger’s Model –
 Knowledge: The consumer becomes aware of the new product/service offering
and gets knowledge and understanding of the offering, including features,
qualities, advantages, value, and pricing.
 Persuasion: This is the stage of attitude development, during which the customer
develops a positive or negative attitude about the innovation. This is determined
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by the innovation's perceived features (in terms of relative advantage,
compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability).
 Decision: The prospect makes a mental decision to embrace or reject the
product/service offering depending on his attitude; he can buy and utilise it,
reject it, or look for another option.
 Implementation: The customer puts his decision into action; this step includes
testing and utilising the new product.
 Confirmation: The customer progresses from trial to final adoption (choice to
use/reuse/patronize the service), with no commitment to purchase or repurchase.
He may desire some comfort and reinforcement at this point.

7.9 Check Your Progress
 What do you mean by Diffusion of innovation?
 Describe the five elements that might cause the diffusion/adoption process to be
triggered.
 Discuss the impediments to diffusion of innovation and adoption.
 Describe the different "adopter categories."
 What are the different steps of the adoption process?
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